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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Introduction to the Study 
Parents and educators are becoming aware of the inadequacy of the 
school environment to equip the individual child for life. The school 
does not offer many direct contacts 1dth nature, nor an opportrmity for 
relationships which can only be developed through full-time group living. 
The summer camp counselor and director are also aware of these inadequa-
cies. They have observed that changes in personal-social relationships 
manifest themselves during the summer camp. Few attempts have been 
made to record the changes in relationships . There are no records which 
describe the background of the camper or the camp environment which may 
have influenced these changes. Since the cau1p may be an important 
influence in the formation of personality, and thousands of children 
attend camps yearly, more studies should be conducted in summer camps. 
2. Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to describe personality changes in a 
group of young boys during summer camp. It was undertaken: (1) to 
review the literature of personality and personality chenge; (2) to 
describe the carr~, the subjects, and the meast~ements used; (3) to 
make a case study of each boy in the seven to nine year old group of 
the camp; and (4) to present group changes in personality measurements 
-1-
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with regard to individual ages, intelligence, previous camp attendance, 
and broken homes and/or absence of siblings. 
3. Justification of the Problem 
Young children were chosen as subjects because less emphasis in 
personality study is placed upon this period in life. This lack of study 
is due to two primary factors. First, it is commonly believed that 
personality is more subject to change in the young child. Second, it is 
difficult to analyze his relationship to the environment. Therefore, 
personality becomes more difficult to measure. Jones and Burke state 
that personality traits are organized around a set of habits and attitudes 
which are essentially fixed early in life and may be added to and modified 
by the experiences of the child. In the older personality, habits and 
attitl..ides are more inflexible.1/ Since the experiences of the young child 
may modify his habits and attitudes, all experiences are important in his 
formation of personality traits. 
1be summer camp was chosen as the site for this study since it 
provides an interesting experience for the child. It is a good laboratory 
for experimentation in democratic living. Freedom, equality, and brother-
hood characterize the basic philosophy and practice of c~aping. Methods 
of management and operation are free to change from week to week. Most 
of the activities of a co~nunity are present in the camp situation, as 
well as most of the problems. Phases of the life of the camper are 
generally under the control of the camp administration. A controlled 
environment offers an excellent situation for observations. Boorman 
~/ Mary c. Jones; Barbara Stoddard Burks; Personal Development ~ Child-
hood, Monographs of Society for Research in Chlld Development, Vol. I, 
No. 4, 1936, Published by the National Research Council, Washington, D. c., 
p. 112. 
explains that the camp provides a positive, purposeful, carefully 
planned program of enjoyable living.~/ 
!/ Ryland w. Boorman, Developing Personality In Boys, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1929, Chapters I and II. 
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CHAPTER IT 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND RELATED RESEARCH 
1. Approaches to the Study and Interpretation 
of Personality Growth 
Authorities agree that there is no single approach to the study and 
interpretation of personality gro~~h. Chave suggests that personality 
is the product of three interacting forces, heredity, environment, and 
the growing self.:/ He feels that the lLmitations set by heredity are 
real boundaries for the individual and for the race; however unlimited 
opportunities for personality development are present within the bound-
aries. He cites four approaches to the study and interpretation of 
personality growth: the biological, the behavioristic, the socio-
psychological, and the functional-psychological. The biological approach 
reveals personality as a factor which is predetermined at birth. The 
behavioristic focuses primary attention on organic behavior, making 
personality the result of a set of habits, or conditionings of innate 
patterns. The socio-psychological approach features personality 
determination by dominating cultural patterns, where the individual 
attempts to play a satisfying role in various groups of society, family, 
school, and other groups to which he belongs. The functional-psychologi-
cal approach deals with the display of innate and acquired desires. 
1/ That which causes the individual to move from the lower animal level 
to the higher more complex personality form. 
-4-
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This includes the ego, a sub-conscious phase, and it often attempts to 
explain all behavior on the basis of two desires, food and sex.:/ 
2. Influences Responsible for the Development 
of Personality Traits 
Many influences are responsible for the development of personality 
traits. Curti describes the six factors which influence the development 
of personality traits a.s being physical conditions, differences in 
intelligence, position in the family, racial or national status, sex, 
and individual differences. In regard to physical conditions, she 
describes the child Who has general good health as one who displays 
characteristics of cheerfulness, impulsiveness, optimimn, andaggression. 
The child who has poor health, however, ~~11 show lack of confidence, 
moodiness, slowness, sadness, and pess~nism. Concerning differences 
in intelligence, bossiness, selfishness, inferiority, and social 
inadequacy traits may be displayed in both high and low measures of 
intelligence. Curti defines position in the family as the number of 
family members older or younger than an j_ndividual. In individual 
cases, such traits as selfishness, self-confidence, ~gression, and 
social adequa.cy may be observed~ Various races or nationalities as 
groups tend to develop certain traits; i.e., the Chinese are more polite, 
Negroes are more submissive, French are more vivacious, and the American 
Indians are more stolid. Curti describes the development of typically 
!/ Ernest J. Chave, Personalit~ Development in Children, the university 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 193 , pp. 314-320. 
6 
rtfeminine 11 traits as being due to the specific social conditions to which 
girls are ordinarily subjected from babyhood. Females are: more emotional; 
more tender; more sympathetic; more tactful; and more inclined to be 
jealous, spiteful and intolerant. The ''masculine" traits, opposed to the 
"feminine" traits are coarseness and destructiveness. Individual differ-
ences include differences in physique, health, and learning abilities 
and are often determined by hereditary and environmental factors.!/ 
In regard to the race and nationality influence which Curti suggested, 
it would be interesting to compare children of different races in situations 
where the environment has had less chance to affect personality. 
An interesting group study concerning position in the family was 
made by Rogers. In this study, he shows "only children" in a family 
are essentially "normal."~/ 
1flth regard to differences in intelligence, Kinder made a study of 
the social adjustment of retarded children. He found, contrary to 
expectations, that there is relatively little correlation between the 
degree of retardation and the degree of social adjustment.~/ 
Jones and Burke discuss two major influences in the development of 
personality traits: First, the cultural influences which are due to the 
individual's sensitivity to various objects in the enviromnent; and 
Second, the educational and social influences. Of all the social 
,!/ Hargaret Wooster Curti, Child Psychology, Longmans, Green and Company, 
New York, 1931, p. 48. 
~/ Carl R. Rogers, Neasuring Personality Adjustment -~ Children Nine to 
Thirteen Years of Age, Columbia University Press, New York, 1931-;---
3/ Elaine F. Kinder; Elizabeth J. Rutherford, nsocial Adjustment of 
Retarded Children, u Nental Hi'giene, 1927, 11: Bll-833. 
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influences, family and home influences on personality traits are the 
most important. Over several generations, however, significant personal-
ity differences appear in family groups separated by temporal, geographi-
cal, and socio-economical distance. Jones C'l.nd Burke continue that an 
influence that has been less investigated on "nonnal" children, is intel-
ligence and physical factors. They state that the results of the small 
number of investigations have not shown enough relationship to make a 
positive contribution to the concept that intelligence and physical fac ·tors 
influence personality. In most of these studies, children with extremes 
of intelligence and those with personality deviations \'/ere used. Studies 
of this nature can only clear the vray for future investigations.~/ 
Mead reports the influences of time and place on personality. He 
conducted studies of adolescent conflicts among children growing up in 
a society where they were allowed experimentation in sexual activities, 
and were not subject to over-strict discipline by any one group. They 
acquired an early recognition of private property, and showed a freedom 
from adolescent conflicts.~/ 3_/ 
Two studies which indicate the influence of socio-economic status 
are those of Olson, and Hurlock and Sender. Olson found no relationship 
between birthplace or occupations of father as factors in nervous habits 
of children.~/ Hurlock and Sender found pre-adolescent negativism in a 
~/Mary c. Jones~ Barbara Stoddard Burke, op. cit., p. 110-120. 
3/ M. Head, Coming of~ in Samo, Morrow Publishers, New York, 1928, 
pp. xv and 297. 
J/ M. ~!ead, Growi!!&, .!:£ _!!! New Guinea, Morrow Publishers, New York, 1930, 
pp. x and 372. 
~/ W. c. Olson, "Birthplace and Occupation of Father as Factors in Nervous 
Habits in Children,"~· Genet. Psychol., 1932, 40: 214-219. 
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higher incidence among children from "inferior surroundi ngs . "~/ 
Walsh concluded, when he compared a group of twenty-two nursery 
school children with tvrenty-two non-nursery school children of similar 
socio-economic status, that the nursery group became "less inhibited, 11 
more spontaneons, and more sociable with training. In this study of the 
influence of nursery schools upon personality, Walsh used a questionnaire 
t'I'Jorice in a six month period. The interpretat.ion of this study is 
limited because of the small sample.~/ 
An inquiry by Hartshorne, Hay, and Haller showed so1-:1e evidence that 
school morals, class morals, and some teachers' influence affected scores 
on tests of deceit, moral knowledge, service, and self-control. No 
correlation was found, however, when the length of tLme the child had 
., 
attended a given school was correlated with the raw scores.~/ 
Hartshorne found that children who attended sununer camps did not 
exceed the average on tests of service , persistence, or i~~ibition.~/ 
Agreeing that environment does influence the development of 
personality traits, it is interesting to observe the personality reactions 
of individuals who discover obstacles in the environment. Emory Bogardus 
1/ E. B. Hurlock; S. Sender, ''The Negative Phase in Relation to the Be-
havior of Pubescent Girls," Child Development, 1930, 1: 325-340. 
~/ M. E. Walsh, "The Relation of Nursery School Training to the Development 
of Certain Personality Traits, 11 Child Development, 1931, 2: 72-73. 
3/ H. Hartshorne; M. A. May; J. B. Maller, Studies in Deceit, 2 Vols., 
I928, Jvlacmillan and Sons, New York, pp. xxi and 414T"ix and 306. 
~/ H. Hartshorne; M. A. May; J. B. Maller, Studies in Service and Self 
Control, Macmillan and Sons, 1929, New York, pp. xxiv and 56o.--- ----
9 
has pointed out that individuals, as a result of meeting environmental 
!I 
obstacles and defeat, may react in one of five different ways. 
1 illustrates this interesting theory. 
~.--~~~~-+-----------+~ 
IV. ---f~_...:..-~ 
III. ----!~ 
OBSTACLES 
Reactions to Defeats: 
I. Accepts the disabil ity as defeat and gives up 
II. Defeat energy is turned into "lower levels" and 
something destructive is done 
III. Delays reactions and hopes that the environment 
will change and the obstacle will be removed 
IV. Energy is redoubled and disability is turned 
directly into ability 
v. Defeated energy is turned into more spiritual 
channels and compensation saves the day 
Figure 1. Personality Reactions to Environmental 
Obstacles~/ 
J:./ Emory s. Bogardus, Leaders and Leadership, D. Appleton-Century 
Company, New York, 1934, pp. 230-:250. 
~~ Ibid, p . 241. 
Figure 
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3. Personality Traits and Trends 
There is disagreement as to the number and nature of personality 
traits. The division between habits and traits is not well defined. 
Functi onal relationships exist between habits and traits; but neverthe-
less, they are usually distinguishable in a total life activity. There 
is even disagreement whether or not personality traits exist. Some 
believe that behavior, and consequently personality, is a reaction to 
the immediate situation in which the individual finds himself. 
The Character Education Inquiry, reviewed by Arthur Traxler, gives 
some inter esting j_nforrnation. After a study of it, Traxler concludes 
that an individual may be honest in matters concerning money, but dis-
honest in takine an examination. An individual may be submissive in a 
classroom situation, but may display dominance on the playground. From 
this point of view, Traxler feels that an individual would be too variable 
1/ 
even to be described accurately.- If this is true, perhaps it should 
not be interpreted to mean variability, but rather it might support the 
above theory that personality traits are exhibited by the individuals 
depending upon the specific needs of the immediate situation. With this 
in mind, mne should not categorize an individual as being submissive or 
dominant. One should study the personality traits which he exhibits in 
all situations. If this study ".'ere mad~1 it might be able to predict how 
the individual would be likely to react in a given similar situation. 
!/ Arthur E. Traxler, The Use of •rests and Rating Devices, Educational 
Records Bureau, New York, Revised, November 1942, pp. 3-31. 
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Bennett and Burks have structured a chart showing that they believe 
the five types of personality traits to be physical, mood and emotion, 
volitional, intellectual, and social. They have grouped personality . 
trends, a combination of types of traits, under three areas: Group 
1/ 
Adjustment; Life Attitudes; and Self Attitudes.- This chart is 
illustrated in Figure 2. 
Upon examination of this chart, however, a term which is used to 
describe a personality trait of one type may, in other circumstances, 
be classified as another type. For example, co1~age, listed under 
volitional traits, might be exhibited in at least three ways, two 
of which may not be considered volitional. Courage could be shown 
by the individual who calculates the risk, then attempts to save 
the life of the drowning boy. Courage could also be shown by the 
individual who, without calculating the risk, as a reflex action, 
jumps in and pulls the boy ashore. Further, courage might be 
shown by a policeman who, when ordered to save the drowning boy, 
does so as a result of the command. The last two acts are not 
necessarily volitional, yet courage is shown. Considering the chart as 
a whole, if one were able to isolate a particular group of traits in an 
individual's personality, that individual co1ud be classified under a 
particular trend in all three areas. It does not seem necessary to have 
three areas under trends. If one area of trends is group adjustment, it 
1/ H. E. Bennett, Building Your Life, Whittlesey House, New York, 1935, pp. 120-139. 
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would seem logical that the other group of trends should be personal 
adjustment, instead of life attitudes and self attitudes . The chart, 
however, does list many of the important traits which are mentioned 
throughout the literature. 
THAITS 
Social Volitional 
~~~grE:Jssive alert 
submissive dreamy 
gregarious attentive Physical 
solitary distractible physical 
friendly accurate poise 
unfriendly indefinite nervousness 
cooperative prompt quick 
perverse procrastinating moving 
good sport persistent untiring 
poor sport easily easily 
generous discouraged fatigued 
selfish courageous good 
sympathetic cowardly physique 
unsympathetic impulsive hAndicapped 
popular cautious 
disliked responsible 
trusting unreliable 
suspicious self-reliant 
honest dependent 
dishonest 
courteous Intellectual Nood and 
rude good Emotion 
tolerant comprehension cheerful 
condemnatory poor depressed 
affectionate comprehension steadfast 
unresponsive original changeabl e 
wholesome sex imitative moods 
attitude logical irritable 
perverted sex inconsistent phlegmati 
attitude fair minded excitabl 
masculine evasive calm 
feminine objective 
sense of humor subjective 
literal-minded 
1 
Figure 2. Traits and •rrends Chart-
~/ M. E. Bennett, op. cit., pp. 128-129. 
TRENDS 
1. Group adjustment 
A. Adaptable person 
1. who leads 
2. who follows 
3. who does both 
B. Person who neither 
leads or follows 
1 . seculsive type 
2. artistic type 
3. grouchy type 
4. callous type 
5. radical type 
6. suspicious type 
c. Outsider who wishes 
he belonged 
D. Antisocial or 
perverse person 
II. Life Attitudes 
A. cheerful person 
B. overoptimistic 
person 
c. unhappy person 
D. changeable 
person 
II. Self Attitudes 
A. well balanced 
person 
B. anxious person 
c. dependent person 
D. preoccupied with 
his symptoms 
4. Various Approaches to Child Study 
1/ 
Goodenough and Anderson- summBxize various methods used in child 
2/ 3/ 
study. Munkres- and Anderson- give other summaries. Thomas and her 
13 
4/5/ 
associates- - present techniques of observation in a scientific manner, 
6/ 
and Symonds- reviews the approaches to the study of personality. 
7/ 
By observation, Arrington- established a technique for checking 
the social behavior of nursery school children in categories. The record-
ing was done at five second intervals and the results were treated 
statist ically. Nervous symptoms, particularly the oral manifestations, 
-· 8/ 
were studied in a larg~ group by Olson- as a basis for establishing 
norms. He noted nervousness occurring one or ntore times within a five 
minute interval. 
"J:,/ Florence 1. Goodenough; John E. Anderson, Experimental Child Study, 
Centuxy Company, New York, 1931. 
2/ Alberta Munkres, Personality Studies of Six-Year-Old Children in 
Classroom Situations, Bureau of Publications;-Teacners-College, Coltwbia 
Uhiversity, New York, 1936. 
3/ Carl Murchison, Ed.,~ Handbook ~f Child Psycholo~~ Second Edition, 
Clark University Press, 1933. 
4/ Dorothy Thomas, et. al., "Some New Techniques for Studying Social 
Behavior," Child Development Monographs, No. 1, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Colmnbia University, 1929. 
5/ Dorothy Thomas, et. al., "Observational Studies of Social Behavior," 
Vol. I, Social Behavior Patterns, Institute of Human Relations, Yale 
University, New Haven7""1933. 
§./ P. M. Symonds, Diag11:~sin;g Personality and Conduct, Century Company, 
Nel..r York, 1931. 
11 Ruth E. Arrington, Interrelations in ~ Behavior of Young Children, 
Bureau of Publ ications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 
1932. 
8/ ~~ancis J. Brown, The Sociology of Childhood, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
New York, 1939. -
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Casual observations by teacher s of social relationships of children 
J} 
in a nursery school were made by Isaacs, who treated the results from 
2,_/ 
the viewpoint of psychanalysis. Buhler made an exhaustive inventory 
of the items of observable behavior, keeping detailed diary records of 
children dur ing the first year of life. 
Of those approaches combining observation with tests , ratings , or 
exper:ll1ents, Shirley 2./ used notations on incidental personality reactions 
in babies to supplerilent a psychological examination. A nve-point rating 
scale and ten experiments~ situations were combined v.rith observation by 
kl Berne in order to measure the social behavior of preschool children. 
Observation was supplemented by controlled experLnent , plus the use 
21 
of a rating scale andrecording chart, by !•bore, who studied the mental 
health of a group of young children. A random sruupling of five-minute y 
intervals was used by Reckless, who checked the results according to 
categories \.fhich he set up from observat ions, psychological tests, 
physical examinations, and interviews. Froru t hese he recorded case 
17 Susan Sutherland Isaacs, Social Development in Young Childr en, Harcourt ~race and Company, 1933. 
g;· Alice Carew, ~ Case Study Survey of 28 }irst Grade Children ~~o Scored 
~ .£!.'! Readiness Tests, Unpublished Haster 1 s Thesis, Bos ton University 
1953. 
:JI !vl. N. Shirley, Vol. III, Personali~ 1'1anif estations, University of 
l':iinnesot a l'ress, lv'd.nneapolis, 1931. 
k/ Esther V. Berne, An Experimen~al Investiga!~.£!2: of Social Behavior 
Patterns .!.!! Young Children, Vol. IV, No. 3, IowQ Child Welfare Research 
Station, University of Iowa, 1930. 
2/ Elizabeth S. Hoore, The Develo'8ment of Hen tal Hea.l th In.!: Grouo oi· J'~ung 
Children, Vol. IV, No. o,-rowa Ch~lCI'"'WeiTare Research Stat:~on;-on!versL,y 
of I owa, i~y 1931. 
2/ 'YJnlter C. Reckless 1 "Case Studies Build Around Observations of Individual 
Foster Children in the Pls.yroom of a Receiving Home, 11 A.meric~m ~logical 
Society, 24 : 170-173. 
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studies. Ascendant behavior in preschool children was studied by Jack, 
who combined tests, experiments, and observations . y 
A rating scale was developed by ~~rston to show traits of 
introversion and extroversion, end he used experiments to check the results. 
yy 
Examination and experi.lilentation were used by Hartshorne end Hay, 
who studied deceit, self-control, and service ~s types of behavior of 
social significance •. 
A detailed inventory of habits of children from two to five years 
21 
of age Yas made by Andrus, who used the inventory as a basis for a y 
rating s cale, fb J.loYing observation and recording. Bl~;.tz and Bott, 
'1.1 y 9.1 1Q/ 
Haggerty, Olson, Yepsen, and Stutsman combined other uses of the 
inventory, check l ists, and ratings to make contributions. 
Jj L . !Yl. Jack,. 11A.n Experimental Study · of Ascendent Behavior in Preschool 
Children; 11 Child \<Jelfare, University of Iowa, 1934, 3: 17-65. 
z/ :Lesli e R. Marston, The uaotions of Young Children, University of Iowa 
Studies, Studies in Child Helfare, University of lows., 1925. 
:2/ H. Hartshorne; H. A .. May; J. B. 1\ilaller, op. cit., pp. xxi e.nd 414, ix 
and 306. 
!zl H. Hartshorne; h. A. l'~Iay; J. B. Na.ller, op. cit.,. pp. xxiv and 560. 
21 Ruth Andrus, An Inventory of the Habits .£f. Children l'roru Two to :ave ~ 
of !g!, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, ColUillbie. University, 1928. 
§/ ll/. E. Blatz; E •. A. Bott, "Studies in l•.Tental Hygiene of Children, tt 
Pedagogical Semineu:y, 1927, 34 :552-582. 
'1./ i"'I. E. Haggerty, "Incidence of' Undesirable Behavior in Public School 
Children, 11 J ournal of' Educational llesearch, 1925, 12:102-122. 
§/ willard G. Olson, Proble1r. Tendencies in Children, University of Hinnesota 
Press, 1930. 
2/ Lloyd N. Yepseni 11A Score Card of Personal Behavior," Journal of Applied 
Psychology, 1928, 2:140-147. --
10/ Rachel StutBf!ian , "Guide for Personality Observations, 11 1'1€mtal Heasurement 
Of __ Pre-school Ch~ldren, Chapter XIV, World Book Company, New York, 1931, 
pp. 241-265. 
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The i nterview technique \o.'a iJ employed by Jersild to discover 
children's fears, daydrealJls, wishes, dislikes, likes, pleasant, a.nd 
unpl easant me.ilior ies. 
The Child's reaction against the background of the home envirol11Ilent 
21 
was interpreted by Anderson and Fbster, who presented one hundred 
abbreviated case studies of children t1>ro to six years of age. Physical 
and psychological exruninetions were combined with frunily history and 
ho1u.e background by Zachry, .2/ who :made personality studies of seven 
children of school age. 
Jj Arthur T. Jer sild, et. al.., "Children's Fears, Dreli!ns, t.Jishes, Day-
dreams, Likes, Dislikes, Pleasant and Unple~sant !'JeJliOries, 11 Child Develoo-
ment Iv.iOnographs, No. 12, Bureau of Publicr,_tions, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1933. 
2/ Josephine C. Foster; John E .. Anderson, The Young Child ~ ill:£_ Parents, 
The Institute of Child \-lelfare, l"'iOnograph Series No. I, University of 
.i".iinnesota. Press , 1927 • 
.21 Caroline B. Zachry, Personali~ Adjus tlll.ents of School Childre-9;, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1929. 
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5. Xeasuring ?ersonali ty 
In the deasurement of various facets of personality, certain 
approaches that were mentioned in the preceeding section of child 
study are useful when pe:ctinent •. 
According to Brooks, personality is possibly a total of motives, 
habits, andattitudes. This means that various aspects, phases, and 
parts of the total may be 1r1easured. Brooks bel ieves, further, that 
there is no such thing as a measur&11ent of an individual's total 
personality, si nce personality is not a single entity. It is dif ficult 
to determir~ .l:Dw iiluch traits are integrated, t herefore measurement is 
11 
liliii ted. 
21 21 !:sf 
Brooks, Engle, and Breckenr idge agree that many methods of 
measuring traits have little value in estimating personality. These 
are: Estimating personality from differences i n head and skull f orioation; 
Differ ences in appearance and in physical characteristics; Appraisals 
f rom photographs; Judging traits from voice, gr,.it, posture, etc.; 
Appraising personality from handwriting; and, Estimations of personality 
traits by personal interviews unless some obj ective check-sheet is used. 
They conclude that r ating scales, questionna.ires, t ests and observations, 
and interviews, combined with objective techniques, are more valuable 
methods. 
1/ Fovrle-; D. Brooks, Child Psychology, Houghton t·ti.ff lin Company, Boston, 
1937. 
2) Ibid. 
2/ T. L. Engle, Psychology, Revised, Horld Book CoJi1pany, New York, 1950, 
Chapter I, Chapter II , pp . 3-99. 
!:sf 1·Ja.rian E. Breckenr idge; E. Lee Vincent, Child Development, Second 
&lition, W. B. Saunders Con<pany, Philadelphia, 1949, pp. 350-449. 
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T-.caJCJ..er believes that the keeping of anecdotal records presents a 
stronger case :aiid is a w.ore ideal .£or iil of :nea.suring personality the.n any 
existing personality tests. He st~r .. tes that obcervers should systematic-
ally recor d their observations of the behavior of children without 
a tterupting interpret9.tions. If many different persons over a period of 
years brougl:.t together and periodically SUillJ.i.erized observations for each 
child, a behavior pattern would be developed and each individual item of 
behavior could be i nterpreted. A difficulty is the desire to collect 
volwllinous i terns of behavior, making the interpretation iaore com.plex. 
Traxler cite s the study of Smith, who, i n an Eight-Year Study of the 
Progressive :&lucation Jissociation, developed the 11Behavior Description 
ll 
F'orms, 11 as an attempt to short-cut and standardize the technique f or 
obtaining reliable records . So far, this forw has been successfull y 
used in many school systems. 21 
The sociot;ra iJl is e...nother v.ray in which the individual's r elationship 
to the group may be raeasured. Sheridan points out that group dynaillics 
does influence indi vidual behavior and the socioaetr ic measure is able 
to aid, at least, in the understanding of the individual.Y 
This J.Jleasure is often used to verify the leader s and follo\vers oi ' 
a given group . Buhler describes the leader as one possessing a \lee.lth 
1/ Arthur E. Traxler, op. cit., p . 28. 
2/ Ibid, p . .30. 
2/ Kath:?.rine A. Sheridan, ! Socio...uetriq Study of Social Acce ptance In 
! "-.F'ifth Grade _!jefore end Af'ter a. Unit Series Program, Unpublished 
~aster 's Thesis, Bost;n-University, 1954. 
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of ideas, being very active, and having a gi1·t for orgarliza.tion. 
1/ 
Bogardus desc:cibes the leader as one "1.-Jho exerts s~ ecial inf·luences 
over a large nutaber of people. He states that everyone exercises s pecial 
i nfluence over at least a f ew other per·sons. HedPes not believe, h oi..:ever, 
that such an activity constitutes lea.dership. Both s ,;ecial ini'luences 
c.nd nwr,bers of people involved must be the basis of leadership . Bogc rdus 
exr,lains that i n a study of leadershi p one must cla.r- i fy the types of 
leadership. First,they may be grossly classif ied as the direct and the 
i ndi r ect types. The dir ect leader appears in person, and requests 
individuals to act, while the indirect leader merely sets in illotion the 
f'orces which result in action . Second, there are the partisan and 
scientific types. The partisan leader acts in behalf of some cause or 
so.neone, while the s cientific leader gives up his Ol.ln interests in 
search of' objective results. Third, there are !the social, mental, and 
executive types of leaders. The social leader is one who f.'llides social 
groups; the mental l eader works out practical idE·a9, usually in seculsion; 
and, t he executive leader combines both the social and mental types of 
leadership. Last , are the autocl'atic, paternalistic , democratic, and 
s pecialist types of leadel~ship . The autocratic leader rules others 
without consulting the:u1, while the democratic leader d1'a\.,rs purposes and 
plans from the group . The paternalistic leader uses tte "fatherly" 
approach, considering the -.Jelfa.re of the group llieu!bers; a.nd the 
specialists constitute the gr oup referred to as "experts," "bosses, " 
and "prophets. ,f/ 
1'7Ci:arlotte·-·BUhler_, The Child and His Falnily, Harper and Brothers 
Publishers, Nei.J' YorK, -T9Jg;-pp. --v-1'59. 
2/ Emory S. Bogardus, oo. cit. , pp . 230-250. 
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IJeadership is one aspect of pe:rsona.lity in action under group 
conditions. It includes the dondnant personality traits of one person 
and r eceptive traits of many persons, and cannot be overlooked in a 
study of personality which deals 1d th group i nteraction at any age level. 
6 . Discussion of Personality and 
Personality Change 
Person!J.J.y. --The term 11personali ty" is often used loosely and 
without the realization that the definition of personality may have 
different 1ues.nings. 
L'urti defines personality in each person as a. unique pattern or 
ocgli!l1i.zation of traits which i('li.es more consistency and organization 
than is present in an infant .. 
Bogardus bel ieves that personality in the sense of the popular 
phrase 11he has personality," means personal magnetism, not a mere 
. 21 
totality of traits. 
Standiford defines personality as " •••• what he really is; it is 
the state of being a person ••.• ," feeling that i.t includes the hereditary, 
physiological, and psychological elements of personality and the inter-
action of these with the environment.'l/ 
Jones s..nd Burks believe that personality can be described in three 
ways, t he integr ated person, specific traits, a.nd additive factors, the 
- - - ---···- --
.11 Margaret ~.Jooster Curti, oo. cit., p .. 50 
21 Elliory S. Bogardus, op. cit .. , pp. 230-250. 
2/ P. Sandiford, liounds.tions of Educai~.~~.! Psychology, Longme.ns, 
Green and Co., New York, 1950. 
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latter designating any behavior tendency 1-1hich is given sepa r ate statis-
J) 
tical handling in research studies. 
Traxler defines personality as the sum total of an individual's 
behavior in social situations. This behavior incl udes not only the overt 
acts , but the 11i mrar d feeling tone" resulting frOjfi the situation as 
interpreted by the individual. Tl'axler includes the inward r eaction in 
his definition because t h e majority of personality tests attewptst.,? obtain 
f'ro.ul the individual, statements as to how he feels in various situations. 
y 
Chave l:oints out the necessity of dif'i·erentiating the terms "personal-
i ty 11 and "char acter. 11 He f eels that 11personali ty 11 is the laore inclusive 
term and that "char acter " has an ethical connotation.,1f 
Thrasher susgests that the three uses of' the term "personality, " 
(1) the popular, (2) the behavioristic, (3) the sociological , need to be 
distin[>llished. The "popular" use of the term r11eans that the personal-
ity consists of those traits which enable hil1 to attract attention, hold 
interes t, and t,et action from others - t r aits "rhich are pleasing, i~orceful, 
and which win popular favor. The "behavioristic " use is t he sum of the 
organization of the reaction patterns, both inherited and acquired. This 
is essentially the psychological idea of personal ity. The "sociological" 
use is the role which the individual plays in his group . The personality 
traits exhibited by him are a product of his str·uggle f or a place in the 
J/ i·Ja.ry C. Jones; Barbara Stoddard Burks, op. cit., pp .. 110-120. 
2/ Arthur E. Traxler, op. cit., p. 4. 
2./ Ernest J. Chave, oo. cit., pp . 314-320. 
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group 1,rith reference to all the other indivic,uc.ls i n that roup . 
"-ersonalitv Ghan;? e.--Breckenr idge suggests t hat t he old heredity-
----~--~ 
enviroruuenta l cont:..~oversy coJues to li~Yt in t he dis cussion of whether 
or not personality patte r n s cha.ne;e as i ndividuals ;;ro"-t ar!d develop. 
The iJ.L·obleul still r eiiH:J.ins, hot..rever, tha t if e:hant;e does occur, Mhat 
prc 5.u ces i t, how l.,uch chnn.::, e c&n be produced, and i n "-lhF.t direction 
2/ 
does the chant;e take pl&ce ? 
l:\.obe:cts CU!d H e.uing studi ed i n det~il the l i ie h i s t odes of t\.ren ty-
:five, colle,;e-train ed women. They found that as the i ndividual passes 
tl:J.~ough cert a i n k i nds of experiences, so ue personality traits change; 
however, each person see1i·,s to 1)reserve a central stability, or a 
"central cnre 11 which does not chance . This study shows that some 
i ndi vidual personali ties are :nor e flexi ble, while other heve a firlll 
quBl ity l.rhich see ... s to w-ithsta nd violence fro]J1 t he enviro111:1ent . But, 
r;,ost all pe rsonalities see.11 to :?reserve e. balGnce of t rc.i t s or quality 
2.1 
of o_cgani u,tion whi ch is relatively constant. 
,~~&rdless of this fir.:.l queli ty or or gani z· tion of pe r sonality 
·Hhich tends to endu.1·e th£"ou ghout li f e, G • .Allport confi r.u.s t hat i ndl vidual 
t rc,.i ts do chan;;e , an.d a re lf,ore subj ee: t to el t er s.tion th.:·oufh influence 
of the envi TOrlJi,ent than is physical sta t us or i n telli:;3ence.£/ 
1/ l're - e .dc~{ 1 ·1 · 'I' 1re.sher, The Gani:._, University of Chic&~o ?ress , Chic "'"go, 
1927. 
2} i.·,ar i<S.!! E. D~~eckenridge ; .c;. Lee Vincent , o o . c: t_1., 'J. 430. 
)./ K. E. _';obe1·ts ; E. V. He_,\inc, 11!"'ers i stQ.nce EL d Ch3.1:.Le i n ~Jer s neli t y 
Jatterns , " i'Iono . Soc.:. l\.es . , Child Dev . , VIII , i'Jo . 3, Society of Research 
i n Chil~ Deveio~). I,en.t, N&tionEl 'ies~cl_ Gounci, ~.Jc _ s:int:.ton , D. C., 19.4J. 
/,_/ Gordon 1;J . Allpo.ct. Personali~; 1\. 2s:rchol o r: ic&l I nternr e t Htio_Q, 
Il:'o t _n Coi pan , Nei· York, 1937. 
\ 
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A fet,r stur ies have been ld'i.de \.Jhich sl::ou the influence of th11 
enviror.<Lient fmd t rai ni ng upon the ior.w8.tion of young per·sone.li t i es . 
1121 
A.:cri ngton di scusses t v;o s tudies 1-.rbich sboH ch ildren ,.;jU:. vn·i c:tions 
i.n bEhavior fl'OH1 r.~ itu;;:, tion to situB.tion~ i·Tb i le other children sho1-i "iiore 
31 
continuj_ t y . ~ 
It i s reE.sonebl e to believe t hat if t he .. 1ost favorc:ble environment 
for v::.ria.t i ons ( change ) could be defined, a .. 1olding oi s aLle traits i!!i[.h t 
b<:;_ possible without distu2bine, t Le "central c ore 11 i,rh i ch l\ober ts .:;_ncl. 
. . -· £J 
.£'le1'"1ns dl scuss . Br·sckenridge ce.ut ions , hmieVE~r, thc:. t even ~ young 
chi l d cen be forced only so far f r 'O;L his co:ce oi pe1'sonsl i ty Ki thout 
5) 
dar:E,;er of stress . 
Jack 1-.ra.s one of t .he .:·irs t to study ""odi.i i cc.tion of· ;Jer sonel:i.ty 
i n g ccu_l)s. She )ai roci. iour-yee.:c ol d children a.nd shm . .red on a s cale 
l eerned that t he basic difference between the ascend£nt nd ~onaacendent 
cLi lc: vas the d e6 r·ee of self-ccnf'j_dence tvd.ch he iel t i n a gi1;en si tua-
tion. TI1en she treined each nonascendant ch i l d i n three diiterent 
tl:.i ngs 'vrl: i ch the · other chi ldren did not know. Aiter re-natching , on ly 
f;/ 
one child i'a.iled t o inc;:·e&se his ascendancy scor:-e. Thi s Hou~d i ndic&te 
that e.fter s =Jeciiic t rai r i n::. children can , in so,He LU" 9£:S , t;ain 
1/ G . . P:-Driscoll, "The Develop.r;1ental Status of the Preschool Child 
as a Prognos is of l•u ture Develop.thent, 11 Child Dev. Iv:ono.;., 13, Teachers 
Coll e.::;e , Colu.d,bia Univel's i ty, New York, 19 33 . 
2/ i1. . T. Jer sil d, 11Com:tancy of Cert a in Behavior Patterns i n Young Chil dre n , 11 
.Pw:l. :I_ . Psy chol., 45:125-129. 
2/ fi:ut h E. Arrington , oo. cit. 
£/ K. E. ~:~obe:cts; E. V. H e.u;i ng , op. _s:i t. 
2/ ,._t;,.rian E. Breckenridge; E ... Le e Vincent , on . cit., pp . T50-449 . 
§./ L. i-:I. Jack, op. cit. , pp. 17-65. 
self-confidence ·t..rhich would i .,nrove leadershi p possi bilities . PaGe 1 s 
11 
study based on Jc:tck 1 s, found t hat a.scendant behavior is subject to 
tr&ining, a.nd t hat the el'i'ec t s of tre.i ni ng can be cwnulative , or after 
gaining confidence ,.,i th other children i n one skill , it is not d i il'icul t 
2/ 
to 9ersuade hiJn to learn other skills . 
U;:,des:caff , nd r.;:e ister he.ve de"aonstrE. ted that a J)ersonali ty reaction 
to failu1:·e 111ay be changed favorabl y. In this s tudy it is pointed out 
t hat tne older the child, the .aore difficult it is to t rain hi111 in group 
techniques, ? erbaps this is a 1·esult of the skills of the other 
children becou1in.,; keener, End the i ndi vi6_ual 1 s i ncreasint, conviction 
21 
t hat he is a nonascendant uel~son. 
7. The Cc..mp Progrw.1 and 'Oersonali ty Changes 
in Cam s 
The CeJuo .i?rogra.il . --The histo.7 of the swrJJ.uer Ca1lp i n lu;"erica Has 
revievred by Ellwell. He states that the .L'irst camp vms a private SUltUJler 
boy ' s CB.L1p, established in 1881 by Ernest Be~ch . The idea behind the 
call!j_J was to develo;:.1 an at-nosphere in vJhich \,realthy boys 1u.i,:_;ht s pend the 
'swa.aier i n an interesting and educative fashion. The i dea soon caught on, 
and by 1900, I11I'S • Elizabeth F'ord Halt had orge.ni zed the first camp f or 
gi rls . In 1903, the f irst CE.lllp f 'or young boys bet\.,reen the ages of· eight 
and fourt een appeared. After 1910, the nwr1ber of private swmuer caHllX 
2/ H. L. Page, 11The hodif'ic&.tion of Ascendant Behavior in Preschool 
Children, 11 Child Welfare , 12, (3), University of Iowa, 1936. 
21 ~{ . Updeg-r af'f; Jilo 1!; . Keister' "A s t udy of Child.cen I s ti.eactions to 
Failure and an Experi.u1ental Attempt to l'~odify Theli,, 11 Child vJelLare, 
13, (4), University of· Iovra, 1937. 
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increased and .:.~any wer e set up by social at':;encies f o.c the underpri vile&,ed . 
Just a s educators ponder the proble.n of a school cur riculurtl, various 
a.uthori ties real ized a need and suggested t heories for organization of the 
pro2,ra.il of activities f or the Slliwner camp . 
hason states t hat the sl.l.lllWer Caillp should provide an o t.l.tlortunity f or 
t he youngster to practice qualities of good citizenship ~o;i th self-
setisfc.cti on. .be feels t hat i n t he SWll.luer crunp , u.ore than in any other 
existin6 situation, t' is .LLJ.ay "uaterialize. The pro;, ..:·e .. w di rec tor .must be 
careful not t o provide an atmospher e v.1hich is too far reluoved from t he 
a t lllosphe r-e of the calu1.;er 1 s previous experience . A perplexing atl,lOSphere 
mi £,ht lessen the indi vi dual 's ability to adapt h iluself. 
y 
Sharp recognizes t h e individuality of t he campe:c, and that activity 
planni ng mu.st consider his i ntere s ts, abilities, and needs. Sharp feels 
t ht". t t he callll:;e.c, 1.o.rith as f ew restrictions a s possible, should be respon-
s ible i'or the organization and activation of the camp program . lle sug-
gests the foll owing nine criteria befor e an adtivity uiay be included in 
a CB.lllp p:cogralJl : 
11An Ac tivity Should 
l. be of such na.tur·e and should be conducted i n such a 
manner that desirable learning goes on. 
2. have p:.:·actical use in camp and be considered wor th•··hile 
by the Ceii!.per because he has helped select it and finds that it 
sHtisfies his needs. 
1/ Alcott j_i ·. ElHell, The Suwmer Ca.llip - ! New }actor In Education, 
Unpublished Thesis submitted f or t he Doctor's De.;ree, Harvrrd University, 
i';B.y 1, 19 25 • 
2/ Bernard S. Hason, Camping a....l'ld Education, The JvicCall Cowpany, New York, 
1930, p . 97. 
3. pr ovide f or i ndividual growth of t he ca.uper i nsofar as 
the ce.:.uper way wish to progress i n that particular activity 
during the tL1e he s pends in CMJ.p 
4. orovide for the i ndividual diiier ences of t he Cc.1nper 
5. f it into the whole scheme of the life and spirit of 
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the c&mp , as well a s i nto the other activities of the ca111p program 
6. increase and enrich the social l ife of the campers 
t aki ng pa r t i n the activity 
7. aid i n t he forJ.nation ot desirable habits and attitudes 
8. stilllulate a desire f or 9articipati..on in other crunp 
activities. J) 
9. help c1·eate a s pi r it of happiness and enjoyment in camp . 11 
Brown believes that t he philosophy of "let t he ca.mper do what he 
wants a l the til!J.8, 11 onl,y- hei ghtens inferio r ity and results i n vri th-
draHal fl'O.l!l the group . He s ·sates tha t the child will not -vri sh to 
. 2/ 
· pa.rtici_os.te in ~ things be cause he will feel inadequa te. 
The c&~ap counselor has a vital r ole in establ ishing a f ine 
relationshi p t hat J.aakes the young child, as well a s the adoles cent, 
identify h i mself with the counselor and the group. Since contacts 1dth 
outs i de individuals are i nl'requent in the boar ding cs-ap, the child's 
accepta.nce of the camp 1 s and counselor 1 s ideals is of great importance. 
Hero-worshi p and i ;;1its.tion are likely to occur. This result stresses 
t he need r'or qualii'ied crunp personnel. The cwnp personnel shoul d 
realize t he oppor tunity of .,:;iving t he e:hild a chance to der.1onstr ate 
his ability . They should establish his feeling of belonging to the 
group while he acquires ne-v1 skills. 
1/ Lloyd Bur6ess Sharp , Education and the Su.i..llrner Camp, !:[l ExperL1ent , 
Bureau of Publications, Tea cher s College, ColLunbia University, New York, 
1930, p . 40. 
2/ francis J. Br·01.-m, o p. cit. 
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Dimock investigated the values of ca.rnp lif e b-.f consulting both 
boys and their parents. The parents felt that camp life increased 
confidence, a.11d developed courtesy and consideration for the welfare of 
others. Crunp impr oved the ability to mix and co-operate with others, 
increased the regard for property, developed unselfishness, impr oved 
r esourcef ulness and initiative, established qualities of leadership , 
and i ncreased the sensitivity to the feelings of others. The boys felt 
that c e-Jnp life aided in developing such skills as s1..rinuning, canoeing, 
and campcre.ft. Camp helped them to get a.long better with others, to 
keep better health, to be ll.!Ore unselfish and i-.rilling to help others, 
and to gain more self-confidence, self-reliance, and cour age, while 
rHeeting new friends •11 'i'hese values would indicate that at least sorae 
camps have set a.11d achieved worthwhile goals in program pla.11ning. 
Personality Chenges in Public and Private Ca.Jllps. --The literature 
does not reveal li1cU1Y studies of persona.~i ty changes in camps. Hats on 
investigated health knovrledge, "honest confession" attitude toward lavr, 
freedom f r om prejudice, and ideas of camp value in twenty-five diiferent 
Young Ivfen 1 s Christian Association camps I·Ihere boys attended crunp i 'or 
one month. Of the twelve hundred boys included the ave -.q .. e · f 
' - .1. "'6 ga~n o y 
scores of each boy was negligible. 
Jj H. S. '1i'fr-;;"ock; G. E. Hendry, Camping and Character, Association Press, 
New York, 1929, pp. xv-364. 
2/ G. B. vJatson, Some Achievements 1Q Sum.:wer Camps, Association :Press, 
New York, 1927. 
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Din:tock and Hendry made a study of camping and character in an 
11 
ei15h t 11reek private ca.rr.p . This study was compared Hi th Ha tson 1 s results, 
t aken from the publ ic cruups. They were able to r ecor d only s l ightly 
greater gai ns in t he private C&1lp . ~ecords of the counselor s indicated, 
however, many "uore behavior problems i.H1pr oved than proble:us unimproved. 
l''lore i.Dlproveruent was r egistered f or the younge r boys than in the older 
21 
group , when a behavior r ating scale ·Has used by the counselors . 
.A s tudy of service and self-control by Hartshorne, et. al. , revealed 
t hat chil~ren who attended summer crunps did not exceed t he average non-
2/ 
c runper on tests of service, persistence or inhibition. 
8. Swmnary of Chapter II 
J:irom r evie\-ring t he li t ere.tur e one realizes the necessity of a 
multi ple approach to the study of personality devel opment as a 1t1hole. 
I t is frequently pointed out, that, disrega r di ng innate char acter-
istics , the hoine enviJ.~onment has the grea.test influence on persona.lity 
development. 
'!'here is no general agreement regarding t he nrunber of or existence 
of personality trait s . JYJost authori t ies do, ho\.,rever, believe that 
t raits exist, and s uE,gest t hat additi onal investigations be ll~ade to 
17 G. B. Watson, OD. cit. 
21 S. R. Slavson, Recrea t ion and the Total Persona.lit:v, Ass ociation .Press, 
New York , 1946. 
2/ H~ HartshornE;!; · H • .. A. · May; , ~.:B._ Ma.~ler , op. cit., pp . xxiv and 560. 
clarify their ve.lue, influence, prominence, and flexibility in shaping 
the whole ~ersonality . 
Of the .:army approaches to child study available including observa-
tions, rating scales, tests, questionnaires, sociograms , inventories, 
and i nterviews, 1uost investia;ators do not rely upon one Luethod alone . 
They rely upon a col!lbination of various methods to obtain results . 
Various iD.ethods of measu:r·ing personality such as Phrenoloey-, 
l)hotos rai_:;hs, voice, hand1-1riting 1 posttu·e, gait, a..YJ.d appe~:u·ance have 
little value. 
The concept "personality" means one thing to the lv.ylflan &nd quite 
another to the psychologist . Even those \oihose p1·ofession it is to 
deal vii th persons.l i t:r and its problems, ha.ve different approaches to 
t he rueaning of personality . 
Studies are available which i ndicate tha.t many diffePent influences 
are at play in changing personality t raits. The individual preserves a 
central core of personality traits, however , '1-Jhich do not change . 
I n setting up the activities for a ca1up progra.ra, ea ch a.cti vi ty 
should be evaluated critically. The campers the~11Sel ves should have 
some l;art in planning the activities. Those a.cti vi ties should provide 
i'or the needs and inter ests, vrith regard to personality develop.nent of 
individuals in the group • 
.Few investigations concerning facets in personality or che.nges 
dur-ine the swru11e1' ca1ap have been pub:L ished. A study indica ted subjective 
chenges in younger children. 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN, SCOPE, AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
1. Personality Defined 
In this study, the term "personality" means the total of an 
individual's behavior in social interactions, and how he feels in 
various situations. The writer wishes to accept the definitions of 
Thrasher which uses the term "personality" to refer to the individual's 
1/ 
popular, behavioristic, and sociological display of traits.- Further, 
the term is used to refer to ~~e effectiveness with 1~1ich the whole 
individual meets his personal and social problems. 
2. Description of the Site of the Study 
The study ''~as made at a private camp for boys located on Newfound 
Lake in New Hampshire. The camp was established in 1903 and is 
nationally prominent. It is actively associated with the New England 
Camping Association. 
The active area of the main camp comprises about sixty areas which 
extend along the lake. Over sixty acres of mountain woodlands adjoin 
it, providing adequate area to carry out the camp program. 
The camp is divided into t\-ro age groups, ages seven to ten, and 
a~es ten to fifteen. Tuition of the camp for the summer is approximately 
five hundred to five hundred-fifty dollars for boys in each group • . 'fue 
!/ Frederick M. Thrasher, op. cit. 
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tliO groups have separate sleeping and play areas, sharing the craft shop, 
swimming areas, tennis courts, outdoor chapel, and an infirmary which 
houses a full time registered nurse. Each of the two areas is provided 
with its own campfire circle, library, permanently constructed quarters, 
running 1-1ater, assembly halls, and athletic equipment. There are 
approximately thirty-two buildings, including dormitories, office,'3, 
assembly halls, counselor and visitor cabins, equipment buildings, a 
store, craft shop and maintenance buildings, toilets, rifle range, and 
the dining porches which are located in one large house. 
In the summer of 19.5.5, there were eighty-two boys in the older 
1/ 
group. Eleven bo~~ 1~re in the younger group.- The staff was comprised 
of forty-six members including the two directors, two superintendents, 
senior cotmselors and junior staff members. Junior staff members are 
graduates who return and assist the counselors, paying only part tuition. 
Of the forty-six members comprising the staff, six members worked ~nth 
the younger group. Approximately twenty-five percent of the campers 
were sons of former campers. A part-ti.me physician gave phJrsical 
examinations once a week and was available for first aid. Outside 
speakers were often engaged for nature discussions, talks on worthwhile 
topics 8 and for special entertainment. An experienced dietitian su~er-
vised several chefs and the meal planning. 
Each counselor was given a handbook outlining instructions and rules 
which had been developed from fifty years of experience. The colmselor 
1/ Two additional campers were present, but arrived too late to participate 
In the study. 
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agreed not to smoke, not to use i ntoxicants of any kind, and to carry 
out all individual duties . These duties included program planning and 
instruction, night donnito~r supervision, life-guarding at the waterfront, 
and attendance at all camp activities except on days off. Days off 
occurred approximately once a week. Each camper and counselor was 
required to furnish several uniforms which were worn at all times. 
More specifically the younger group of which this study is concerned, 
consisted of a 11mother, 11 "father-dir(3ctor,u two senior counselors , and 
two junior staff members. The director's responsibilities included the 
following: (1) planning the daily schedule; (2) assigning duties; 
(3) preparation of 8. history for the year's activities; (h) preparation 
of camper reports, one per week for each boy; (5) preparetion of a 
weekly newsletter for parents; (6) recording individual records of 
achievements for award presentation~; (7) enforcement of all rules; 
(8) responsibility of the general good health of the group; (9) carrying 
out camp traditions; a...l'ld ( 10) keeping the head-director informed as to 
all activities, problems, and progresses. The 'tm.other 11 was responsible 
for the following: (l) handling correspondence with parents; (2) managing 
visiting hours; (3) keeping the health charts; (4) preparation by each 
camper of one letter per week Nhich was mailed home; (5) keeping accounts; 
(6) checking laundry; (7) handling bedwetters ; (8) directing some craft 
activities; and (9) seeing that each camper maintained good health, 
cleanliness, and happiness. The counselors direct ed the acttvities of 
the program. They supervised the duties of the campers and took charge 
of rest periods, reading at the rest periods from time to time. They 
alternated in taking night dormitory duty, and kept records for the 
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director. The junior staff members helped prepare the tables for nteals, 
built the evening campfires, did clean-11p and maintenance work, and 
assisted the other staff members when needed. All s taff members 
maintained table etiquette, and aided at both wash-up and bed- time . 
The program for the younger boys was varied from day to day, but 
consisted of a combination of the following activities: (1) nature hikes; 
(2) photography; (3 ) tennis; (4) baseball; (5) riflery; (6) Slv.liruning and 
diving instruction and practice; (7) boating; (8) sand-box play, (9) camp-
fires; (10) free play; (11) assigned duties; (12) rest periods; (13) archery; 
(14) soccer and team games; (15) overnight camping; (16) excursions by 
boat and car to places of interest; (17) mountain climbing; (18) indoor 
games; (19) chapel; (20) movies; (21) crafts; and (22) hobbies such as 
model airplane building . Visiting parents or guests were not permitted 
until one month after camp had opened , and then they were permitted 
only on weekends. 
3. Description of the Activities of the Program 
A typical day would include the follol\ring: (1) an hour of duties 
such as S\-reeping out the dormitory and making beds; ( 2) an hour of 
instruction in some craft or a skil l such as riflery or archery; (3) at 
least an hour of rest after lunch; (4) an hour of organized athletics 
or free play; (5) an hour or longer of swimming, depending upon the 
temperature; and (6) an hour of campfire or organized activity following 
supper. Each Thursday was the day for trips. These ranged in distance 
from five to one hundred and fifty miles from the camp to points of local 
interest. Saturday was a day of special activities in which the entire 
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crufip took part. An example of this was the Day of Watersports. On this 
day the. camp participated in canoe races, swim relays, and other 
competitive games in the water. On Saturday evening a camp-wide 
special program was planned. Sunday was a more leisurely day with 
milder athletic activities and church. 
The boys were expected to make their own beds each day. They 
were shown by counselors for the first few days, and then they were 
expected to make their beds neatly. Each boy participated in some form 
of daily duty around the dormitory, such as sweeping the floor, scrubbing 
the wash-porch, raising or lowering the flag, or setting the tables. 
Thusly, responsibility was assigned to each boy. 
Each was expected to wash his hands and face and comb his hair, or 
was sent back from the dining hall to do so before he could eat. 
Boys were enco1~aged to be creative in the craft shop, and to make 
at least one special project for their parents. 
They were encourP~ed to achieve some special skill such as riflery, 
ar,chery, tennis, or swimming; and each was rewarded with certifica~es and 
medals for achievement. Each boy was introduced at some time to all of 
the above mentioned athletic skills, but usually was able to participate 
more in those he liked best. 
These young boys were divided into two teams as evenly as possible 
early in the camp term. The two teams competed on the basis of 
excellence in performance of duties and athletic activities. In the 
final results, after a very competitive series of activities, the two 
teams were tied in total points to the surprise of everyone but the 
staff. Each boy received the prize of a candy bar for his good 
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perfor mance. Participa.tion on these tean1s by relucte.nt boys ;,ras en-
encoura ged bJr the staff as w·ell as by fellow team members. The teams 
~-~ere small, a nd consequently needed every member in such activitie s as 
soccer. 
It •N"a s necessary for t he boys to remain quiet during rest periods 
and after t aps. Failure 1P d o so resulted in an assignment of a few 
minutes extra rest time in bed, or deprivation of a few minutes 
sT..vl~wning time. Punishments for major rule infractions , which were r are, 
consisted of t he s ame extra rest time or decreased sHimming time. lv.Ia.jor 
rule infractions included fighting in t he sand-box , ducking a non-
s-.;d~mner underwater, and talking during rest periods. 
D~e to the large staff .and well equipped facilities, t here was 
a l 1-1ays sornething available tr..at a boy wished to do. If a problem arose 
such as homesickness, which actually occurred in only two cases, or if 
a boy 1 s interest in an activity flagged, a staff member -;-.ras al1·rays 
present. The boy could be offered personal encouragement or advice, 
or be removed fro..rn the group for speciP.l instruction. 
The emphasis upon the camp progr~~ consisted of plenty of sleep-
at least nine hours, and good food ':U th a >v:eight gain or loss a ccording 
to the boy 1 s body build. Plenty of group and individual activity W€.s 
a lso emphasized, especi~lly the a cquisition of ne•r a nd t he perfection 
of old skills, based on competitio.n. In addition, self -confidence in 
swimming ~md other a.thletic activities, assumption of responsibilities 
a nd duties, and increa sed appreciation for all things natural i·Jere 
stress ed. ·rhe boy was expected to gro•v: physically, mentally , and 
socially a t camp. If he a pparently did not, special effort ;v:as directed 
in an at~mpt to help. 
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4. -Description of the Subjects 
Eleven boys were used in the study, three fro.ai Connecticut., three 
from Pennsylvania, ti.Jo from Ne\-T Hampshire (cll fro£11 different t.m . ms).., 
an.d one each frol!l vashington, D. c. , Net-r York .., and Delaware . The ages 
rar1ged fro:u s even years and seven months to nine years and ten months , 
excludin5 the two boys who did not participate in the study, .;.ges five 
nnd seven .. Four boys were to be in grade t hree , two in grade four , and 
five in grade five in the fall. Iobur boys came frmn broken homes , i . e ., 
par ents.divor ed or one parent deceased . One boy of the eleven was 
returning to camp for the third year, six for t he second year, and the 
re1 aining four \.Jere new.. Although no records were avail e. ble, the w-riter 
1·rould estimate f ive to be in the high socio-economic sroup, f i ve in the 
upper middle socio-econOlnic group, and one in the lo\-rer middle socio-
economic group . The boy in the l atter group 1·Ias a ttending caulp under a 
scholarship. Religious affiliations included five Episcopalians, two 
Cone;reeationalists, and one each Presbyterian, 1-Ethodi st, Protestant, 
and Christian Science member . 
5·. Description of the l'1ea.sure.illents Used 
Three types of tests or .mea.sure-ruents \<!ere used covering a period 
of eight weeks . These were the sociogra:.f1, Davis-Eells Test of General 
11 
I ntelligence or Problem':'Solying Abili t v , and the California Test of 
- - - - 27-~-
Persona~i ty, 1953 Revised edition, Forms AA and BB, Pri mary. 
The s ociometric measure provided inforillation as to the individual ' s 
relationship, acceptance or rej ection, in the group. I t was val uable 
:V Allison-ba.'vis ; Kenneth Eells , Davis- Eell s Test _g~n~.!".§i~ I n te),.]_.1£~!1ce 
or .Problem-8_2]_.ViiJ._gj.bility, \·:orld Book Company, Yonkers-on- Hudson, New York, 
195.3. 
2/ Louis P . Thorpe, et. . 1. , Cali fornia Test of Personal it,i, Forma AA, BB, 
Prima__ry-, Ca.lif'orniH Test Bureau, Los A..'1geles , 1953 .. 
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in determining the leaders and followers of the group, and it indicated 
those who were isolates. The test covered three categories, work-with, 
sit-with, and play-with. It was limited in that the individual had to 
choose one person as being the one with whom he preferred to vTOrk, sit, 
and play. It is valuable in a group of eleven as the small group size 
permitted each individual to become well acquainted. It is more valuable 
in a camp situation than school situation since group living and the life 
of the camp permit a twenty-four hour observation of each individual. 
Another limitation in the first sociometric test might be mentioned. It 
was possible that those four boys who were new did not have time enough 
to get acquainted with the others, although about a week elapsed before 
the test was given. 
The Davis-Eells Test of General Intelligence or Problem-Sol\~ng 
Ability (Davis-Eells Games), deals with sixty-two realistic problem 
areas. They require the child to understand and respond to verbal 
material, but the test is free from reading requirements. The method 
of administration stresses a 11gamen instead of a "test" atmosphere. 
Interviewing was used to determine the ba.sic validity of the problems 
on the test. Earlier the problruns had been selected after intensive 
observation and interviews of children in many areas of activity, school, 
play, and family situations. The authors point out that the test does 
not have a high correlation coeff'icient with other intelligence tests 
or school marks. Most intelligence tests in the past have been 
constructed to predict academic success in the or dinary school situation. 
They believe, however, that this test does measure mental ability to 
solve problems most children have to deal with, and there is good basis 
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for their opinion. 
The California Test of Personality was organized to nteasure personal 
and social adjustment, personal adj ustment being based on feelings of 
personal security, and social adjustment being based on the feelings of 
social security. Each of the twelve sections consistsof eight items. The 
personal adjustment section contains six groupings under which the items 
appear. These are: (1) self-reliance; (2) sense of personal worth; (3) 
sense of personal freedom; (4) feeling of belonging; (5) withdrawing 
tendencies; and (6) nervous symptoms . The social adjustment section 
contains the following six groupings: (1) social standards; (2) social 
skills; (3) anti-social tendencies; (4) family relations; (5) occupation 
relations; and (6) community relations. The groupings have been made 
equivalent by having each item of Form AA matched with an equivalent item 
of Form BB as to difficulty. The personal adjustment section for both 
forms has a correlation coefficient, of .91, computed wlth the Kuder-
Richardson formllla. The social-adjustment section for both forms has a 
correlation coefficient of .89 and was computed with the same formula. 
Six hundred and forty-eight cases were used for computations of the 
reliability coefficients. In the manu~ studies of validity were reported 
by Ellis, Buhler , and Taylor and Combs, it was concluded that this question-
naire measurement is as satisfactory as the interview method, may produce 
more self-revealing data, and revealed
2
itatistically significant differences 
in favor of the better-adjusted group.- The limitations of the test as 
1/ Allison Davis; Kenneth Eells, Manual, Davis-Eells Test of General 
Intelligence or Problem-Solvin~ Abilit~, World Book Company; YonRers-on-
Hudson, New York, 1953, p. 6. 
2/ Louis P. Thorpe, et. al., Manual, California Test of Personality, 
Forms AA, BB, Primary, California Test Bureau, Los Angeles, 1953, p. 7. 
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discussed by Spencer,- include the misunderstanding on a nlEnber of items 
due to language difficulties, and the influence of changing attitudes, 
the lack of self-knowledge, and other factors which tend to produce dis-
'l./ 
crepancies in responses. 
6. Technique and Procedure of Using Measurements 
and Collection of Data 
This study combines the following methods of collect ing data: 
Observations and anecdotal records; tests of personality, intelli gence, 
and sociometric position; interviews; growth records and family data; 
and coun:3elor ratings .. 
Observations and Anecdotal Records.--Observations were made at 
random upon each indivi dual, alone and with a group. The vari ed activities 
of the CRmp predicated the necessity of making irregular obser vations. The 
schedtue of the camp ~as so flexible that at certain times on different 
days, each boy might be participating in a different activity or no 
activity at all. It was felt that a mor e complete record could be obtained 
if observations were made frequently and at random upon each i ndividual. 
Accordingly, observations were made during instruction periods, during 
free periods, etc. These observations were recorded in a notebook at the 
time of their occurrence. Approximately three hour s per day for eight 
weeks was spent in observing individuals and groups. Special instances 
of interesting behavior were reported to the writer by the director and 
!/ Louis P. Thorpe, et. al., op. cit., p. 10. 
5:./ Ibid, p. 7. 
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counselors several times during this period and were recor ded. 
Tests.--The personality test was given during the latter part 
of the rest period of three afternoons in the first week of camp. It 
occurred in a quiet room which was uninterrupted by outside distractions . 
One third of the group was tested each day. The tests were conducted in 
as interesting a way as possible, '. simulating a project in which one must 
do as 1iell as one can. Each question was read aloud and the administrator 
determined that each boy knew the appropriate answer space and understood 
the question adequately. Ample time for considering each question was 
given; and, although it was conducted in an informal atmosphere, thinking 
and answering correctly were stressed. Seventy minutes were required for 
the test, which was twenty-five minutes longer than expected. The test, 
however, has no time limit . A retest occurred seven weeks later during 
the last week of camp under similar circumstances . Interest on the part 
of the boys seemed to be as high as before, and cooperation was undiminished. 
The retest also took an equal l ength of time and was given to one third of 
the group on three successive afternoons. The boys were inforn1ed that 
their answers to the questions would be kept in confidence and would not 
be given to the camp staff or to their parents. 
The intelligence test was given in the same room where the personality 
test was administered. Thirty minutes each day for six afternoons were 
required to give the test. Each boy went with one third of the group for 
thirty minutes on two consecutive days. The test was given during the 
latter part of the second week, and the first part of the third week of 
the camp. The test problems were referred to as~es as the test manual 
suggests. The atmosphere of the room was kept relaxed and comfortable. 
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No reading i-.'aS required by the boys, because each boy had only a picture 
to look a t in his test booklet . The .d.ninistrator read the thr ee 
possibilities of what the picture re!Jresented . The boys were instructed 
to ark t e correct box and t h e a&iiinistrator observed th&.t ea ch boy 
understood each question and answered e~ch question seriously . This test 
was the mos t enjoyable of the three f or.llal easurements given, since i t 
is constructed i n a semi-game fashion. None of t .e boys asked "Why t he 
were being given the test, and t wo of the boys reouested later in the 
SU!!liller to l ay anot _er at e t.Ji th the pictures ., 
The f irst sociometric te~t was given a t the beginni ng of t1e second 
weel to ive the boys a 1-reek to become acqu inted. This was necess ,ry 
because four boys had never been to carilp previously, end did not knovT 
the other s . Each was seated on the f loor in a circle with a four inch 
b eight inch name card . The names of every other bo in t he circle 
were visible . I n the ivork-'W.ith category, the boys were i nstructed to 
choose the other sinel e boy t hat they would ost like to "'rork with , 
because as i t was explained, the inforlilation 1-las needed in scheduling 
duties. Whenever possible, boys \.Jere scheduled together on rele.ted work 
duties according to their choices . Next, the boys were a.sked ·to select 
the i ndividual with whom they would like • ost to _lay . This was mentioned 
to t he bo.s as being necessar to fonulate the te · s . I t was not possible 
to follow their requests for tee.!ll companionship in every c se ~ because it 
ras iJ.aportant to have the t eaias as bal anced as possible.. Last , each boy 
w s requested to choose the boy with whom he would most like to sit in the 
dinin · hall. The seating arrangement of the dining hall was follo'l-red as 
requested for the first two weeks . I .t we.s then chan ed in order to give 
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each boy the opportunity to sit with a different group of fellow campers. 
In the case of work-with, the duties soon becrune re-arranged due to 
special requests and exchanges. In the play-with requests, team member-
ship soon became more important than special requested companionship. And, 
as mentioned, the seating arrangements were shifted weekly in t he dining 
hall after two weeks. The selections of sit-with, work-with, and play-with 
essentially were forgotten. Again, in the last week of camp, the sociomet-
ric measure was repeated. It should be noted that at this time, none of 
the hoys asked for the purpose of the measurement, and no reason was 
volunteered to them. 
Interviews.--Boys were encouraged to come to the c~1p mother or 
other members of the staff on a voluntary basis, whene·ver they wished. 
The writer, as one of the above, participated in a major portion of these 
interviev1s. In addition to the voluntary interviews, a few requests 1>-rere 
made for each boy to ttdrop in and have a talk," or t o "drop in and we'll 
make handi-crafts." Since the boys always enjoyed these opportunities 
to talk, the interviews were scheduled in this fashion. Approximately 
one and one-half hours a week "~orere spent with each child in an interview 
situation. The interviews were not structl~ed question and answer 
situations. Often, however, the boy himself came to ask questions and 
information was gi ven. Usually these questions concerned r equests for 
special activities, information about the floods ~~ich were occurring 
:j:,hrough . N ew England, and information about camp restrictions due to 
Polio. Interviews to which the boy was invited consisted of informal 
conversational periods in which they were encouraged to talk about 
anything they Nished while working on some hand project. A fel-T leading 
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questions, however, were asked that were indirectly related to their 
responses on the earlier personality test. For example, if a boy scored 
low on family relations, a question concerning the number and health of 
his siblings would be ventured in order to steer the conversation. If 
the boy's reply we~eslow or evasive, further questions wer e not offered. 
They were encouraged to talk about their accomplishments, possessions, 
wants, and dislikes. 
Growth Records and Family Data.--The boy's height was fleasured at 
the beginning and at the end of the summer, and a weekly weight check 
l'Ias made every Saturday morning. Previous health records were obtained 
from office records and parent correspondence. Family data was recorded 
from office records. This included the number of siblings, parent's 
mar:i.tal status, religious affiliations, and residences. Personal informal 
contacts l-ri th Ht least one parent of a 11 the boys , except one, gave 
further information about the family. 
Colmselor Ratings. --The counselor ratings were formulated in the 
first week of the summer by the director and writer, and again during the 
last week of camp. 
CHAPTER IV 
I NDIVIDUAL CASE STUDIES 
Introduction 
In this c.~apter individual case studies will be presented for 
each of the eleven boys who were studi ed in the SUIIl;.Jler camp. 
Each study will present material i n the following areas : 
Personal History including (1 ) date of birth, (2) grade level , 
(3) Ihdex of Proble.m-Bolving Ability, (4) results of the Celifornia 
Test of Personality, Primary form, (5) results of sociometri c 
measure11lents, (6) health, (7) i nterests , and (8 ) previous ca.rn.p 
attendance; F'amily and Horne History i ncluding (1 ) location of home, 
(2) socio-economic status of f amily, (3) .marital stat us , ( ~. ) family 
rel igion, and (5) reason boy was sent to ca.mp; Observ~tions of 
Behavior including (1 ) recorded stut ements, (2) observations at 
work, (3) observations at meals , (4) observations at play; and an 
I nterpretation of the Behavior Patterns . 
Some of this information will be presented and compa.l·ed in 
Chapter V for the entire group. 
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The Case of c. M. 
History and Recorded Data 
Personal ~istory 
Date of Birth: August 13, 1945 
Grade Level: C. .M . will be in the .S~~h grade in September , 19.55. 
Index of Problem-Solving Abilit;y : c. M.'s Index of Problem-Solving 
Ability is 110. He ranks in the 73rd percentile . 
Results ~ ~ California Test of Personallty, Primar ;p 
Social Adjustment Percentile: 
Personal Adj ustment Percentile: 
Tot al Adjustment Raw Score out of 96: 
Total Percentile Rating: 
Soctometric Measur ement Results: 
Test 
Sit--.;r.i.th 
11-Jork--.:dth 
Play-tdth 
Health Record: 
No . of 
Choices 
2 
1 
4 
Test 
Form AA 
.30th 
L~Oth 
66 
40th 
Retest 
Sit-lvith 
Work-with 
Play-with 
Retest 
Form BB 
20th 
30th 
62 
30th 
No. of 
Choices 
2 
l 
1 
Beginning 
of Camp 
Height Weight 
End of 
Camp 
53 1/4 inches 
53 l / 4 ·i nches 
82 1/4 pounds 
77 3/4 pounds 
c. M. was slightly overweight upon arriving at camp, and by 
restrictions on seconds at meals, he l-las able to lose several pounds 
by the end of t he summer. c. M. was in good health thro1~hout the summer. 
Interests: His parents gave no suggestions concerning C. M. 1 s 
special interests. 
He enjoyed especially riflery and aquatic activlties . He was the 
originator of the model club and built many plastic airplanes and boats . 
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Previous Camp Attendance: C. M. had been to thi s ca~n the previous 
summ.er. 
Family and ~ History 
Home Location: c. M. has lived for the past year with his family 
and nurse in Arizona. The family maintains their home residence in 
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania. 
Socio-Economic Status: c. H. 1 s father is a retired business 
executive. The family would be classified in the high socio-economic group. 
Marital Status: c. M. lives ~nth his parents, and siblings , some of 
whom attend private schools during the sohool year. c. M. and his 
siblings have been in the care of a nurse at home. 
Religious Fref_erence: Episcopalian 
Why Boy Came To Cam~: C. M.'s older brothers had been to t his 
camp previously. He had attended camp the preceding smmner and had 
enjoyed it. He was promised by the directors that he would be able to 
transfer to the older section of the camp in the mi ddle of the season. 
This was discouraged, and he really was never permitted to make a choice. 
He did not have a great desire to l eave the younger group until the end 
of camp when he expressed the hope of being certain t hat he wolud be 
placed in the older group during the next summer. 
Observations of Behavior 
Recorded Statements: About his home--"We move around too much." 
"I belong to a lot of clubs in Pennsylvania, but now we live in Arizona." 
''I ?muld like more clubs in Arizona . 11 
About his parents--''My folks don 1 t say much about my successes." "I 
ple>.y away from home most of thA time. 11 "They don 1 t get a chance to see 
what I do, so they can 1 t say I do -vrell." "Father is a retired doctor, not 
really a doctor, but tells people where to work in a hospital. 11 
Concerning his siblings-- 11My brother is always hacking." "He argues 
over small things." 11We really don 1 t have serious arguments . 11 ''f\1y brother 
is mean to me." 11He ts t.hirteen. 11 "He doesn 1 t boss me around too m1.1ch, 
bu.t you think he is mean to you because he doesn't let you do the things 
he does. 11 
About money--tti get to choose 1o!hat I want to buy, but I can only 
spend certain amounts." 11I buy toys and I save my allowance . " 
When discussing travel--"I like to travel.tt "I go to about a new 
school ef!.ch year, well, the last two. 11 
Concerning gue,st.s--m#hen 've have company, it takes a little while to 
get acquainted. n 
About his sleep-- 11I camp out about once a week and have scary dreams. n 
11I either like to get up real early, four a.m. , or at nine or ten." "I 
stay awake too much, and I have trouble getting to sleep." 
About his eyes--"Hy eyes hurt because I like to look at light bulbs." 
"They hurt at movies. It "I like to rub them." "They give me something to 
do.'' 
When asked about work--"I think it 1 s a habit, but tmen I make airplanes 
and they don 1 t come out, I get mad at myself and the person helping. It 
About a new boy-- 11Let 1 s t ake him for a long 't.Valk." 
1rJhen talking about another eamper--'•You 1 re just: as bad as T. H. 11 ''He 
goes around spanking." 
Observations at Work: C. M. was a skilled, competent, and thorough 
worker who often completed the responsibility assigned and asked for more. 
He was a sub-leader of one of the t earns. This vras not an official capacity, 
but he frequently demonstrated leadership in encouraging or assisting 
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other campers in completing their 1<Tork responsibilities . 
Observations at Heals: c. M. knew and utilized very good table 
manners. He was courteous a...11d quiet at the table. He realized that he 
was overweight and never complained about not getting seconds on food. 
lpon occasion, he rationed himself on firsts , and took pride in being able 
to lose more weight than the other campers 'tvho v.rere in this slightly over-
vreight category. 
Observations at Pla;z: C. M. was very competent in swimrniP..g and 
boating, and -often wanted to do all of the rovJing by himself . He was 
g ood natured and would let other less competent boys help him row. In 
buildi...11g model airpla.11es, he was patient with the glue a nd when the job 
was finished he cleaned up all of his papers, put everything away nicely, -
and disposed of the wa.ste . C. M. liked to 1.vork in the craft shop, and had 
patience and skill to complete g ocd projects in braiding and basket 
weaving . He was very competent and co- ordinated in team games, and fre-
q~t:mtly was the O'J.tstanding perforner . Several times during the course 
of the smmner, he commented that he felt his performance was capable of 
q;1alifying him for transfer to the older group, but he never specifically 
requested the transfer, and hence , was kept in the younger group . C. H. 
would probably have been chosen as captain of one of the ream if one of 
the other boys, v..rho was made captain, would have graciously accepted a 
secondary role . He was capable of the l3adership, courteous, and con-
siderate , and would have made a~ excellent captain. The staff felt that 
the other boy might derive more from the position than c. M. 
Interpretation of Behavior Patterns 
C. ·i'ii .'s total percentile rating in personal and social adjustment 
fell slightly during the course of the smmner . The changes were hardly 
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significant or indicative. The sociometric measurement fell from seven 
first choices to four. This was still considerable popularity. The 
dm-Jmvard personality change and decrease in sociometric choice was slight, 
but they possibly reflected G. M.'s desire to be with the older group of 
boys. He l-las competent enough and realized this ; and al t hongh, he par-
ticipated in all act ivities actively, he possibly did not give as much 
enthusiasm to this participation as he might have in the older group . In 
other words, he nknew t he ropes, 11 and was j ust 11marking time" until neA.'t 
surmner. 
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The Case of A. G. 
History and Recorded Data 
Personal History 
Date of Birth: J uly 16, 1946 
Grade Level: A. G. will be in the 4th grade in September, 1955. 
Index of Problem-Solving Abilitl: A. G.'s Index of Problem-Solving 
Ability is 82 . He ranks in the lhth percentile. 
Results of ~ California Test of Personalit~ , fri.mary: 
Social Adjustment Percentile: 
Personal Adjustment Percentile: 
Total Adjustment Ra\-1 Score out of 96: 
Test 
Form AA 
30th 
lOth 
57 
20th Total Percentile Rating: 
Sociometric Measurement Results: 
Test 
Sit-with 
Work-with 
Play-with 
Health Record: 
Beginning 
of Camp 
End of 
Camp 
No . of 
Choices 
0 
0 
0 
Height 
Retest 
Sit-l-rith 
~fork-with 
Play-,.rith 
54 i.l'lches 
54 1/4 inches 
Retest 
Form BB 
30th 
50th 
70 
40th 
No . of 
Choices 
0 
0 
0 
·Height 
66 pounds 
67 3/4 pounds 
A. G. crune to camp slightly underweight. He was able to gain only 
one and three quarter pounds. When he arrived at camp, he had two small 
unhealed infections on his feet and l-1as kept out of swimming for two or 
three days. In the middle of the camp season, A. G. suffered severe heat 
prostration and, much to his dislike 1 t·ras in the infirmary for about 
ten days. He recovered completely, and by the end of the camp was able 
to return to a full schedule of activities. 
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Interests: His mother gave no suggestions concerning A. G.'s inte-
rests. 
A. G. liked to play by himself best of all, and occasionally 1iith 
small groups of boys younger than himself. He enjoyed building model 
airplanes, and had a greater interest in nature lore than a.ny of the 
other campers. He liked to catch and keep alive moths, and butterflies. 
His pockets were filled with rocks collected, and bird's nexts were on 
his bureau. A. G. enjoyed playing baseball and tennis. 
Previous Camp Attendance: This was the third sumitler for A. G. at 
this camp. 
Family and ~ History: 
Home Location : A. G. lives in Cannan, Connecticut, in a residential 
home. 
Socio-Economic Status: The family would be classified in the upper 
middle socio-ecomomic group. 
Iv1arital Status: A. G. lives with his mother and maternal grand-
parents. His father has been deceased for several years . 
Religious Preference: Congregational 
Why Bo;z:: Came ~ CamE.: This is the third summer for A. G. and he 
enjoys camp life very much. His mother feels that it is a good place for 
him to associate with boys of his own age. 
Observations of Behavior 
Recorded Statements: Concerning his interest in nature-- 11When are 
we going on a nature hike?" "Can 1-re go on one tomorrow?" "Is it all 
right if I put rocks on my bureau?'' "Can you give me a jar to put my 
butterflies in?'! "What do you feed butterflies?tt 
In performing simple activities, he often asked for help, saying--
Baston Un~var~ity 
School of Educat ion 
. • __ -- Librar~ ..--
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11\..J'ill you help me build·· my car?n 'tWill you r1et down the sand-box so 
we can build tunnels?" 
~Vhen asked to do an unusual duty, to come out of the water after 
swimming, or to wash his hands before meals: his frequent question was--
nno I have to? 11 
Observations at Work: A. G. was often pre-occupied 1dth something 
other than the particular duty assigned. He 1-rould not make his own bed 
carefully, or arrange his clothing in his bureau neatly without encourage-
ment from his team captain or a staff member. He never volunteered to do 
extra work, and the effort expended in requesting hint to perform an extra 
function was generally felt to be not worth while by the staff or his 
team captain. A. G. was frequently not to be found When a responsibility 
was placed on him. This was apparently not an obvious attempt to avoid 
the responsibility, but rather it was a pre-occupation or interest with 
something else. 
Observations at Meals: A. G. ate slowly and carefully, 1iith a 
ravenous appetite, without gaining in weight. Occasionally he would corn-
potUld a disturbance at the table by yelling or laughing in approbation 
of someone else's horseplay. He rarely was a source of horseplay himself. 
His loudness and laughing seemed to come as much as a surprise to him as 
to a staff member, and he could not remember to ct~b this display. He 
was, therefore, often placed on table silence in order for the meal to 
progress. 
Observations at Play: A. G. best enjoyed playing by himself in the 
sand-box or wandering in search of objects of nature lore. When requested 
to play in a team game, he would often stand idly as if pre-occupied with 
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something else. This was not a popular attitude arnong his fellow team-
mates. He was not especially skilled or co-ordinated, but .his size and 
previous camp experience led his t eammates to expeet more of him than 
he wished to produce. The only team game which he enjoyed •.o1as baseball, 
at which he was fairly competent. He wished to learn more about tennis , 
but \vas not 1vell enough co-ordinated and tvas therefore rather unsuccessfThl. 
His sw:i.mming ability tias limited, and he preferred to play in shallow 
water by himself or vr.th the youngest members of the group . A. G. was 
never an originator of any game or activity, and would participate and 
co-operate in its success only i f especially invited or rather firmly re-
quested to do so by a staff member . 
Interpretation of Behavior Patterns 
A. G. 1 s total personality percentile ra.-J:.ing rose from 20th to 40th 
duri.ng the camp . His social adjustment percentile remained stationary 
at the 30th. The entire increase , ther efore , was in the personal adjust-
ment percentile, from lOth to 50th, which was significant. His socio-
metric position measurement results placed him as a complete isolate, 
both at the beginning and the end of camp. '\rli th regard to A. G. 1 s 
Index of Problem-Solving Ability, he was in the 14th percentile , the 
lowest of any ca.11per. His social beha.vior patterns more or less did not 
change during the course of the summer. 1-Jhen he wished to participate 
in a!1y activity he would do so. If more or less forced to participate, 
such as in performing duties or team games , he would become pre-occupied, 
uninterested, and hence, not integrated in the group interactions. A~ G. 
did enjoy the sununer and was successful in findi ng many ::i.ndividual 
activities which interested him, s uch as nature lore. This is reflected 
in his change from lOth to 50th percentile in the personal adjustment 
of the personality measurement. 
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~ben visited by his mother d1~ing the middle of the summer, he 
exhibited an uncontrollable temper tantrum in her presence and in the 
presence of the camp nurse. He was put to bed. No such exhibition was 
ever shown in the presence of the other campers or the staff. The source 
of the conflict was apparently his desire to return to full camp 
activities while the nurse, upon the recommendation of t he camp doctor, 
believed he should rest a fel-J more days. His mother concurred in this 
opinion and his demonstration was for her benefit. 
A. G., as shown by the sociometric measure , was never accepted by 
his -peers. They believed that A. G. was .either 11 dumb 11 or eccentric 
because he did not always wlsh to participate in their suggested 
activities. His low ranking in Problem-Solving Ability 1-vas probably 
one reason for his eccentric behavior. A. G. realized tnat he was not 
as "smart 11 as other boys and discovered an eccentric behavior which was 
acceptable. Fortunately, this eccentrj_c behavior consisted of interests 
in all things natural, which is a generally socially acceptable behavior. 
Although he was not chosen as a first choice in the sociometric measure-
ment, A. G. probably realized that his unusual behavior was acceptable 
because special pleasant attention was paid to h:i.m when he collected 
unusual na.tural objects and hence J his social personality adj ustment 
percentile remained fixed. 
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The Case of T. H. 
History and Recorded Data 
Personal History: 
Date of Birth: November 11, 1947 
Grade Level: T. H. will be in the 3rd grade in September, 1955. 
Index~ Problem-Solving Ability: T. H.'s Index of Problem-Solving 
Ability is 111. He ranks in the 7Sth percentile. 
Hesults of the California Test of Personality, Primary: 
Social Adjustment Percentile: 
Personal Adjustment Percentile: 
Total Adjustment Ra'i Score out of 96: 
Total Percentile Rating: 
Sociometric Measurement Results: 
Test 
Sit-with 
1.-Tork-with 
Play-with 
Health Record: 
Beginning 
of Camp 
End of 
Camp 
No. of 
Choi ces 
1 
1 
0 
Height 
48 inches 
48 inches 
Test 
Form AA 
20th 
70th 
69 
.40th 
Retest 
Sit-idth 
1.Vork-wi th 
Play-with 
Retest 
Form BB 
Soth 
20th 
66 
hOth 
No. of 
Choices 
2 
2 
2 
Weight 
51 1/l-~. pounds 
S3 ponnds 
T. H. gained about two pounds during the course of the summer. He 
was well during the camp season. 
Interests: T. H.'s parents wrote that he was interested chiefly in 
rnnning games, and that he liked to mimic and joke. 
He enjoyed swimming and craftwork. He made more craft projects 
during the smnmer than any other boy. 
Previous Camp Attendance: This is the first year T. H. has been 
to camp. 
Farnily and Home History 
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Home Location: T. H. Hved in a residential home in York, Pennsylvania. 
Socio-Economic Status: T. H.'s father is an official of the state 
government . The family t'lould be classified in the upper middle socio-
economic group. 
Marital Status: T. H. lives with his siblings and parents at home. 
During the summer, the family usually takes a sum1ter cottage two hours 
driving time from Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 1 and T. H.'s father is present 
only on vreekends. 
Religious Preference: Methodist 
"ltJhy Boy Crune to Camp: T. H. enjoys plaJring at home 1-ti.th his brothers 
and sisters and his parents felt that it would v.ti.den his associations 
and improve his self-reliance if he went away from home to a c a.mp for 
the summer . He was not anxious to come, and was homesick at various times. 
Observations of Behavior 
Recorded Statements: About playing - 11Sornetimes I play games I 
don't l-rant to at a birthday ua.rty, because I want to help our team win." 
"When we play a game, this boy doesn't play fair. 11 "I play a."ld then I 
get mad. 11 ''My brother gets even with hirn.'t "I try to play fair." 
"Other kids tell me I don't play fair." 
Concerning his coming to camp - ''£1y fo_lks at home are g ood to me. n 
''My brother said everybody tms older than me." "He was afraid to come 
here . " 
About school - ttThere ~ two bad boys • n "They do every-thing. 11 "They 
pick on people, but they all like me." 
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About his siblings - 'f\,lhen I am close to this flower pot m.y 
brother knocks it over ." "He knocks it over on purpose and my folks 
blame it on me. 11 ''My brother doesn 1 t like me . tt 11~-Jhen my brother gets 
bad marks, he hides his paper. n 1'11y brother makes me mad when I try to 
get a book at home. n "Ny brother is nine. n 11He won ' t let me coma into 
his room. 11 ''He locks his door.._ 11 "I have to watch my brother so he 
won't hurt me." 
Concerning courtesy- "I always thank people who help me." "Cause 
if they do something for me I should appreciate it." 11I should mind my 
folks because t hey are my parents . n 
\'Jhen uorking with his hands he said - "I like this, yes, I like to 
v-mrk with my hands. 11 
Observations at Work: T. H. was new to the camp and had to learn 
the routi.ne of activities . He was not especially skilled or compet.ent 
in handling the brooms for sweeping or in making his bed and straightening 
his bttreau. He progressed very well during the summer. If he could 
be encouraged spe.cifically to co~plete a task, he would do so and then 
be very elated if one would praise him. He rrould not seek extra work or 
volunteer, and occasionally could not be found when it was time to per-
form his assigned responsibility. Other older campers us11ally had to 
help T. H. complete his work. Part of this was due to his inexperience, 
a11.d part of it was due to his lack of interest in carrylng out duties. 
Observations at Heals: T. H. was not too skillful in using his 
utensils , but he tried very hard to do as the other boys and the staff 
member showed him. He 1-1as likely to report on others who were not using 
good table marn1ers . His appetite was excellent, and at times made com-
ments when he was told that he had had his share. 
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Observations at Play: T. H. was not very skillful in group or 
team games. This was chiefly due to his age . He liked to be a member 
of the team and to participate, but he usually was a less than average 
performer. As at the table, T. H. frequently would go from one staff 
member to another reportu~ upon the mfunor misbehavior of a fellow camper. 
This improved during the smruner. T. H. loved to -v:ork with his hands 
and did much in the craft shop. He was usually quiet in ,group play 
and was not too forceful. T. H. often became Lmpatient at, the l ack of 
progress of an event or at the omission of his turn in the game. He 
usually would not assert himself and complain, but would stand around 
talking to hiiaself unt:i1 someone would mention that T. H. had been 
passed over. \~en this was discovered, T. H. would beam and come 
swaggering up to bat . He made a lanyard, a lapel pen of leather, a 
couple of sail boats, a necklace and bracelet of beads for his mother , 
and several pot-holders for his mother. In each of tnese projects, he 
took special pride in their being without flaw. He seemed to thrive on 
praise; and if praised, wou~d request to make another project right 
away. T. H. liked to show off in an activity at which he was adept. He 
could dive very well, and would dive into the water repeatedly each time 
making sure that someone was watching him, usually a group . If no one 
seemed to be watching him, he would :yell, 11Hey, watch me . u 
Interpretation of Behavior Patterns 
His over all total personality percentile rating remained at the 
40th. But, his personal adjustment fell from 70th at the begimling to 
20th at the end, and his social adjustment percentile rose from 20th 
to 50th. .Conc01uitant with this rise, he was chosen in ·t,he sociometric 
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measurewent by two at the beginning and six at the end of the srnmner. 
This is one of the largest increases. T. H. felt q11i te inadequate 
during most of the summer. Although he did become fairly popular and 
well liked, he still was retiring and reserved. Pru·t of his hesitency 
was logical because of his small size, young a&e, and general lack of 
skill to perform in an outstanding fashion. In the course of the Slwmer 
he did become much more accepted socially by his peers. The great fall 
from 70th to 20th in personal personality adjustment percentiles is 
significant and difficult to explain. It can only be assumed that in 
spite of his increased social interaction, he also felt increasingly 
inadequate. This is probably wny he reacted so favorably to praise in 
the craft shop. This was a skill that he could adequately perform. He 
never completely got over his initial homesickness, and these feelings 
returned for an hour or two each week, especially at mail call. During 
the first part of the surom.er , he was a frequent bed-wetter, the only 
one in the group. By awakening him in the middle of the night, it was 
possible to circumvent this obviously distressing and embarrassing 
situation. 
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The Case of D. M. 
History and Recorded Data 
Personal History 
Date of Birth: December 2, 1947 
Grade Level: D. N. will be in the 3rd grade in September, 1955. 
Index of Problem-Solving Ability: D. M.'s Index of Problem-Solving 
Ability is 111. He ranks in the 75th percentile. 
Results ~ the California Test of Personality, Primary: 
Social Adjustment Percentile: 
Personal Adjustment Percentile: 
Total Adjustment Raw Score out of 96: 
Total Percentile Rating: 
Sociometric Measurement Results: 
Test 
Sit-with 
\'lork-wi th 
Play-with 
Health Record: 
Beginning 
of Camp 
End of 
Camp 
No. of 
. Choices 
0 
0 
0 
Height 
52 inches 
52 inches 
Test 
Form AA 
90th 
60th 
83 
70th 
Retest 
Sit-with 
\-Jork-rli th 
Play-with 
Retest 
Form BB 
50th 
40th 
72 
50th 
No. of 
Choices 
0 
0 
0 
\>!eight 
79t pounds 
73 pounds 
D. M. was slightly overweight at the beginning of camp and was not 
permitted second helpings of potatoes, bread or deserts in order to 
prevent further gain of weight. He came to camp with instructions to 
vrear a patch over one eye for three hours each day in order to strengtheh 
certain eye muscles. In addition, he took each morning, eye exercises 
for ten minutes under the Sl.,pervis :Lon of the nurse. The patch restricted 
D. H.'s more strenuous activities, and further he often fell down while 
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running, causing abrasions of both knees. Mid-way during camp, D. H. 1 s 
parents were called because it was felt that the wearing of the patch 
was seriously interfering vdth his camp life. They consGnted to permit 
hL11 to no longer wear the patch and to wear knee pads to prevent D. 1.1 . 1 s 
knees from suffering further abrasions and to permit healing. 
Interests: D. M. 1 s parents suggest that he is better in mental 
activities t han physic?_.l activities. They ment ion that he is very 
interested in reading and would like for him to become more out-going 
and to associate congenially and competitively with boys. 
He is interested in reading, singing, l-n'iting, craft making, and 
individual activities, either performing them alone, or with one other 
boy. He did not wish, early in camp, to participate in group games, 
especially those with which he was unfamili ar s uch as s occer and base-
ball. By the end of camp, D. M. Has much more inter ested in the gr oup 
activities and games. 
Previous Crunp Attendru1ce: D. M. had never been to camp before, 
and had never been away from home. 
Family and ~ History 
Home Location: D. 11 . lives in a home owned by his parents in a 
residential area in Portsmouth , New Hampshire. 
Socio-Economic Status: D. M. 1 s father is the owner and manager of 
a l ar ge furni ture store in Portsmouth , and the family would be classified 
in the upper rniddle socio-economic group. 
Harital Status: D. M. lives wit h both parents and a younger 
sister who is attractive, vivacious, and friendly. There are very 
aff ectionate bonds between D. H. and his sister. 
Religious Preference: Christian Science 
Why Boy Came to CamE: The parents were overconcerned about D. l"l . ' s 
ability to identify himself with boys his own age. D. M.'s father 
expresses the most concern and his mother agrees. It appears that t he 
father redognizes the adjustment problem. The director and the staff 
were informed both in writing and by personal conversation that D. H. 
needed to come to camp to learn to associate with boys his own age . The 
parents felt that he spends to much time at home in the company of 
older people, particularly his grandmother, and her So year old house-
keeper . The parents reported that he had an "abnormal'• (•rithout further 
definition) attachment to the housekeeper and he was not to 1rrite to her 
wb.ile at camp. She was not to visit camp and was to write only one page 
per week. The staff was to open all of her letters and not tog ive 
them to D. N. if they were overly affectiori.ate. 
The parents instructed the staff to permit D. M. to return home 
if he did not like camp or became homesick. 'lnis is contrary to the 
procedure at the camp, but he never becaTT!e homesick and this was no 
problem. 
Observations of Behavior 
Recorded Statements: \IJhile talking about a 5 year old boy vlho was 
observing 3 younger children - "He wants to grow younger so that he can 
talk with the children. 11 At lunch, ·~·Jno l-Ias the son of Noses?" 
Concerning his eating - "If my sister L. \vere here, she eats slower 
than me - you couldn 1 t do anyt.1ing with her. " 
Observations of work: D. E1. 't-ras v:ery thorough with his work, but 
frequently took longer than average to complete his assignment . He 
often 1vas unable to do a job 1dthout special instruction in the technique. 
l''or exrunple, when required to S\-reep early in the C8.illp, he had no knowledge 
of how to hold a broom or how to sweep effectively . D •. h. at 1-rork vla.s 
frequently greatl y pre-occupied with thoughts that he llli ght or might not 
be able to explt:dn if' i n t err upted. This pre- occupation was a handicap 
to the success f'ul completion of a duty or 1-10rk responsibility assigned 
to hi.hl . He often received ce,usticvand urgent remarks from the staff 
and his felJ.ow caillpers to accelerate whatever io!Ork he was attell"pti n;,?;, and 
to stop his 11daydrerurdng . 11 
Observations a~ l''reals: It Ha.s neces sa:cy for D. l·'l. to he.ve a great 
deal of hel p to prepare his f ood at J;lealti me. He did not seem t o know 
how to cut up his meat, butter his bread, serve hililself, or to use his 
utensil s properly . As far as is known, he was never sho'i-m at home and 
.wost gf: these t h ings l..Jere done for him. Af ter a.bout four v!eeks , he "'ras 
able to do these thi ngs for himself. He showed a t endency to daydream 
even at the table. He would s it there, looki ng stra.ight ahead , or he 
1rrould appear concerned about someone .a cr oss the r oom. Often this··. vlould 
continue for f ive or ll.lOre winutes before someone of the s ta.ff would re-
mind him to eat his .ueal. 
Observations at~: A great change took place in D. i•~ . ' s pl ay 
ha.bi ts during the course of· the carap. I ni tia.lly he did not wish to 
participate in group games and it was necessary t o force him to take at 
least a mi nor part for a while in many of these. As the stunmer progressed , 
he began t o lea r n the rules of the games and was a more active participant 
in them. Several t i nJ.es D. H. abrased his knees while a t play, but he 
did not cry. He enjoyed pl e.yine in the water but was afraid of putting 
his head under . He could not swiln at the begirw ing of camp, e..nd by 
strong encouragement e.nd special insb"'Uction, he \.Jas able to swim fifty 
feet . 
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In the .first of the Sllii.i.;.er it 1v-as believed that D. N. was not well 
co-ordinated. He i'ell down frequently, partly because he did not watch 
v!here he was 1-1alkin~ , and .Partly because of the patch over his 3ye. D. Jvl. ' s 
pre-occupations did not decrease significantly during the sumlner . He 
did, however, become very attach ed to the caLJ.p and some of the other boys. 
I nt erpr et&tion of Behavior ?atterns 
The parents of D. H. probably made an a ccurat e assessDten t of his 
close attachment to adults. It was observed that he frequently adopted 
a clore mat ure behavior pattern than one might expect for his age . He 
did not Cl7 when inj ured as one would expect a. young boy to do. The 
raost striking evidence of this illa.ture adjustment is revealed by the high 
total personality percentile rating of D. l'~• 1..rhen corning to camp. He 
seemed t o be e.ware of 1,.1hat \.Jas the proper mature response to personality 
adj ustment questions. The personal ity adjustment score a t the end of 
• the SUJ1liller revt:aleE. :a 20 percentile over all decrease. This, one would 
believe, would be e. more accu r ate assesS111en t of D. l•I. 1 s age personality-
status. The tnct that D. H. was a complete isolat e at both t he begi nni ng 
and the end of t he s1.11nmer indicc.t es his lack of accept ance on an equal 
basis by .u1e111bers of lds peer group . Eis lack of technical skill to 
perform 1.-1ork duties, his difficulty in hs_ndling eating utensils, and his 
l ack of skill in participation of gc.1ues, te.1ded to· il.lttike D. l•i. unaccepta.ble 
to the g1.·oup as a f irst choice in t he sociometric .u1easu:ce . To s ay that 
h e t-Jes unpopul ar is not true. 
The bTeatest subjective diffi culty that D. Ivl. had i n vork , in eating, 
and at play, was his ,;reat tendency to be pl'e-occupied. 'This fuay have 
been D. .M. 1 s expression of escape from his lack of acceptance or personal 
adjust1r:tent vii th his peer group. 
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The Case of N. G. G. 
History and Recorded Data 
~ona1 Hisj;._9,ry 
Date. of Birth: J anuai".J 13, 1947 
Grade Level : N.G.G. will be in the Jrd grade in September, 1955. 
Ability is 86. He ranks in the 20th percentile. 
Social Adjusurrent Percentile : 
Personal Adjustment Percentile : 
Total J~justment Raw Score out of 96: 
Total Percentile f~ting : 
Test 
Sit-with 
viork--vii th 
Play-with 
Health 1-'l.e cOl-:£: 
No. of 
Choices 
2 
2 
2 
Test 
Form .AA 
50th 
lOth 
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30th 
Eetest 
Sit-with 
t.Jork-itJi th 
Play-with 
Retes t 
.Form BB 
30th 
50th 
69 
L~Oth 
No. oi· 
Choices 
0 
0 
l 
Beginning 
of Camp 
Height ~>Jeieht 
End of 
Cwnp 
47 3/4 inches 
47 3/4 inches 
51 1/2 pounds 
51 l/4 pounds 
N. G. G. was in good health during most oi' the Sllilii.ner. For a period 
of a week he was in the camp infirmary because of an ear infection and 
general fatigue. He .tel t badly a couple of days, but soon wanted to re-· 
turn to full-tiu1e camp activity. 
Interests: His p8.rents wr ote to the staff that N. G. G. had won 
a swinuning 1uedal earl ier in the sUUliller and liked very 1!1Uch to swim. 
They also noted that he liked to sing and build things '1-ri th wood . 
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N.' G. G. liked nearly every activity that 1-Jas offered in camp. He 
was a good swiiJ,mer, liked to go to the·rifle range, play tennis, and 1-rork 
in the craJ't shop. 
Previous Camp Attendance: N. G. G.ha.d never been to ca;np previously. 
Home Location: N. G. G. lives in a nice residential s~ea in Stam-
ford, Connecticut. 
~-EconomiC?. Status : N. G. G. ' s father is an executive in New 
York City. The family would be classified in the high socio-economic group . 
IvfB.l~i tal Status: N. G. G. lives with his parents and 'Siblings . A 
younger s ister attended a girl s 1 ct:1lllp a fet-T llliles at-lay . 
Religious Preference: Presbyterian 
vJhy Boy Cam~ ~.9. Ca.rU£ : The parents wished the camp to teach him 
more sports e..nd to teach him h01t1 toj .nake creative pro jects in 1-rood-work. 
Several yes.rs ago his wether had attended the girls ' CalHP where his 
sister was, and from that association, wished to send her <daughter and 
her son to the present cwnp . 
Observations o£' Behavior 
- -------
Recorded Stat em~-~: Concerning adults - - 11Peo) le who live around 
us are older. 11 "They kno'ltJ rr.ore. 11 
.About his friend - "I know a boy who has· t\Jenty friends, I only have 
about nineteen friends. 11 "Sometimes I move and lose all lilY fri ends . 11 
About his intelligence - 111-:bst people a~e older and kno1t1 1c.ore . 11 
About his siblings - "I have to tell my sisters to go a1-1ay lots of 
tiwes. 11 11I•tr sister once a day loses her te.u!r::e:r. tr· 
About play1na.tes - "l-JjJther thinks I 1m too old to 1)lay vii th the kids 
I like . " "He is only six. " "Sometimes I get to play games I like. " 
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"Some of the grur!es , are -bo rough . 11 1111:\v Ii:lother doesn 1 t like theJn. " 11I 
have about twenty-five friends , No , a bout fif'teen, there are ten girls. 11 
"'l'his boy thirteen is bad to .~ne. 11 11 Didn 1 t like ue . 11 11Stopped me on 
the :way h01ue from school. 11 "1".bther said he was too old. 11 
V.'hen asked about what he likes to do- 11Well I like to talk. " 
.About sleeping- 11I try to wake .w.yself up. " "Dreams scare me. " 
" E.'vel'"IJ night when I hear ghosts or scary sto.L·ies, it takes me about an 
hour . to go to sleep. " 11I want to stay al-Take. 11 11Sowetimes I fall 
asleep anyhow. " 
About his Sunday letter home - 11I don ' t want to write horne , but 
I' ll write to 111y sister. 11 
.t\bout a new boy he hadn 1 t seen - "Let 1 s bash hil•l over the head like 
t his \.;hen he walks· i n the door . 11 11Let 1 s not treat him too rougl: : toni te. 11 
"I'm not going to call him. any names. " "I ' m going to c all him Silly 
\-]illy , II 
After meeting the new boy- "He ' s solittle he waddles. " 11Because 
he ' s little I like him. 11 11He doesn ' t know how to swim. 11 11Re doesn 't 
know the boys \-Tell, but I liked every boy here ihe s econd day . 11 
Observation~ at Work : N. G.G. ·Has skillful but not very persistent 
in the completion of a task that . .wLght be assigned. He was co-operative , 
but his interest would so:on la,s , and he 1-TOuld become distracted . With 
:ruild encouragement, however, he would complete t;.he job whi ch wa~ assigned 
to him.. He did not particularl y like work , and made no special ef fort 
to do any more than t he minimun1. 
Observations at Meals : N.G.G. might start horseplay at the t able 
if he could get another boy to laugh at an antic. He would persist in 
the horseplay as long as he could keep others laughing at him. He knew 
and used adequate t able .;,1anners, but he was not especially courteous or 
considerate. 
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Obse~.Y._E!I._tion~ at Play: fJ . G. G. li~{ed to plccy .al mos t all s ports and to 
participate in crafts. \.-Jhen pl£,ying i n t he cr;;d't shop he would not pl ay 
alone , or 1.;o r k on an ob j ect alone. He mi ght, hol-Jever , slip the pi ec e of 
1.·JOod e.nd sl:l.ndps.per into a pocket and seek out a. group ol boys elsewhere . 
He would a6ain begin sanding . N. G. G. seellled to. get bored whenever he 
pl ayed alone. Ee al-ways s mght a group i'or activities, par ticul::..rly a 
group that ~ui c;ht pay specia.l a ttention to his cutting-up or horseplay. 
N.G.G. was iilented "1-!ith his hands f>nd 1.-1as :iable to do intricate work. He 
was a very capable S1,ri.Ji:..;ae r , andcou1petent athlete. At tillies he en j oyed 
participa.tin7, in only certain phs.ses of t;roup or team gBmes. For example, 
h e would only bat when pl&.ying sor'tball, e.nd upon occe.sion, would rel"use 
to take his turn a t the field unless strongly encour aged to do so. Even 
t.Iith this encourage,Hent, he might soon w&nder a1.ray to find another i nterest. 
Interpretation of· Behavior :Pa tterns 
N. G. G.' s personal personality adj ust,nent per centile rose from lOth 
t o ~5 0th during the surwuer . His social personality adj ustment percentile 
fell from 50th to 30th . Along "~.lith t Lis fall in s ocial adj ust nent , the 
sociometric raeasure s howed a loss of 5 i irst d2oices, the greatest loss 
' 
th a t any boy sui'fered during the course of the summer. N. G. G. liked very 
much to a ttract a ttenti on, and this was the reason Lor his hors eplay i n 
the dining room ru1d dur ing play. ~Jhen alone, he was not able to get the 
a ttent ion that he desired from other boys , and he therefore constantly 
sought the lr..r ger group . vJhen with the lar~ .. er group , he desired to pl ay 
only the starring role. Es.rly in the surruner, the boys oaid great a tte!':.tion 
- ' 
to N. G. G. and his harMless stunting and horseplay . They l aughed at him 
and t he staff, too, i elt tha t he ·Has and could be quite amusing. Dur ing 
the course of t he SUlllliier , however, this s t u..YJ.ting bec8 ,le more or less "old 
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ha. t " to the boys and to the s t a.ff . .And, al thouch he never really got 
into trouble with the staff, everyone ceased to pay attention to him. 
The seemed to tire of him . This could poss i bl y expla in th e very · s.rked 
decrease i n sociometric choice from six t o one . I t lso could expl a i n 
the decrPase of N._G.G. 1 s s ocial adjw'ltrnent .. ercentile . I n f lling from 
50th to JOth , N.G."G. may no longer have felt that he was r e ceiving the 
attenti on, and t hus .., reward t at he should receive in return f or his 
stunting. N .. G . G. 1 s personal adj ustrr.ent rise was also remarkable from 
lOth to 50th percentile . N.G •. G. had never been to cau1p previously, .md 
therefore, felt s o1uewhat i nadequa te duri ng the eE.rly part oi· the summer. 
Because of his co-ordina t ion snd skill, he 1.;as able to mas t e r .nany 
techniques of riflery, s.thletics, swimmint:, , tenni s , and singing wh i ch 
gave him i ncreased confi dence i n h i mself. The fact tha t ''{ . G . G. 1 s I ndex 
of Problrun Solving Abili ty is in t he 20th percentile coul d not be 
subj actively noticed . He seemed to ;:>er form a.ll instruction sdequ tel y 
and intelligently, with only a minimwn of distrection . 
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The Case of N. 3- . 
Fistory c:.nd Recorded DQta 
Personal Risto~ 
Da.te of Birth : December . 4, 1945 
Grade Level : N~ G. -vrill be in the Sth grade in Septel:lber , 195.5. 
· Index of Problem-Solving Ability : N. G. 1 s Index of Problem-Solving 
Ability is 139 . He ranks in t he 99th percentile . 
Results of the California Test of Personality, Primary: 
Social Adj~stment Percentile: 
Personal Adjustment Percentile : 
Total Adj ustinent Raw Score out of 96: 
Total Percentile Ral:,ing : 
Sociometric 1'1easurement Results: 
Test 
Sit-with 
Work-•ri.th 
Play--vnth 
Health Record: 
.No. of 
Choices 
1 
2 
0 
Test 
Form AA 
70th 
70th 
81 
70th 
-Retest 
Sit-with 
Work-r.'i th 
Play-with 
Beginning 
of Camp 
Height 
54 3/4 inches 
End of 
Camp 54 3/4 inches 
Retest 
Form BB 
90th 
80th 
86 
80th 
1..J'eight 
No . of 
Choices 
0 
0 
0 
92 potmds 
87 l/2 pounds 
N. G.' s mot her requested that he take his vi trunins daily, and that 
his feet be watched for the development of calluses. He lost weight 
during the course of the summer because he ~.fas quite acti ve, slightly 
overweight, and hence restricted from second servings of high calorie 
foods . Twice during the surmner, iL G. became overheated , and had to 
spend al'l afternoon ii1 bed relaxing . Due t o his slight obesity, it was 
easy for h~~ to become overheated when playing in the hot sun. 
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Interests : N. G. 1 ~ mother suggested that he should read more at 
crunp, but requested that his sports not be neglected. 
N. G. liked to read a great deal, and liked to partici~e>.te in 
sports, being captain of one of the teams. His interests were varied 
and he liked rnost all phases of camp activity. 
Previous Camp Attendance : This was the second year for N. G. to 
be at this camp. 
Family and ~ History 
Home Location: N. G. lives the year around in Columbia County, 
New York. 
Socio-Economic Status: The f<'l..mily tvo,i!..d be classified in the high 
socio-economic group. 
l'l! arital Status: N. G. lives with his mother, his father having 
died the last day of ca.11p the previous summer. 
Religious Preference: Episcopalian 
Why Boy Came to Camp: N. G. had attended the camp the previous 
s1mmer, and according to his mother , was very anxious to return the 
follouing snmmer. No special reason for attending camp originally is 
knovm. 
Observations of Behavior 
Recorded St atements : The first statement made to the director on 
the first day of camp was - ''You're a big improvement over last year .. " 
Concerning the camp, he said - 11I like this camp very much and 
sure hope I can come back next s ummer, but I hope I can be in the 
older group next summer." 
About the team of vmich he was captain and often pessimistic about 
its chances of winning a competitive sports event - ttWe 1ll never wi.n, 11 
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or "We have t oo many :.slow-pokes on our team. tt But his leadership was 
never in doubt and he frequently encouraged the team members with -
"Come on you guys , let's get this jCib done." Often he would use a little 
crude psychology by adding - nr.et•s get this job done, so we can go for 
a sw=.un." 
Observations at Work: N. G. would not only take the responsibility 
for completion of his own duty, but would take the burden for l~x 
members of his team. And , if they could not be encouraged to perform, 
he often did their duty for them. He was very co-operative in showing 
other new c runpers how to perform t heir work assignments, and never 
complained about the added burden. His frequent and rather severe and 
enthusiastic encouragements to uembers of this team, led occasionally 
to conflicts. These ~,rere always vocal, and a staff mer.1ber ,.;ould have 
to settle the argument usually in N. G. 's favor. His method of constant 
encouragement, however , made him, at times, slightly unpopular l>.rith 
some of his fellow campers. He enjoyed doing t hi ngs for others, 
especially members of the staff. 
Observations at Heals: N. G. kr e't-r and used good table manners, but 
often was boisterous at meals and complained in a half-hearted fashion 
about the food or the fact that he was rationed on second servings . 
Many times N. G. was put on silence for the duration of the meal because 
of excessive loud talking. At some staff member's tables he would 
tUin chairs around, hide silverware, or play other tricks that might 
irritate his fellow campers, but more especially the staff member. 
Observations at Play: N.G. was the most skillful and competent 
of the campers in all sports activities. In some he v-;as not far superior, 
but in others 7 he v-Tas. In any event, he always competea in an energetic 
fashion and strove to win. Occasionally when he did lose a minor 
competition, he was a good loser. In play as in vmrk, he encouraged 
his team members to excel. And when they could not produce, this some-
times irritated him, and he in turn became less popular runong his team 
members and fellow cempers. N. G. was a good organizer of his team's 
activities, and a good sportsman. He excelled in swimming, not so 
much 'drecause of natural ability, but because he did not fear the v:ater. 
Interpretation of Behavior Patterns 
It should be noted th8;t N.G. ranks in the 99th percentile in 
Problem-Solving Ability. During the summer, his personality ad j ustment 
percentiles rose at least ten points in all phases, but he became 
less acceptable to his peers. Where he \-JaS originally chosen three times 
in the sociometric measure given at the beginning of the summer , he 
was not chosen at the end. N. G. had a great deal of drive to perfect 
hlinself and excel in everything in which he participated . Perhaps his 
stand&rd of performance could not be equalled by other members of his 
team and he felt their performance was therefore below par. His fall 
in peer acceptibility could possibly be attributed to his domination 
of the conversation in quantity a;rtd loudness, and the great enthusiasm 
which he tried to enforce upon members of his team and t hose around 
him. The decrease in first choices in the sociometric measurement was 
not obvious to him at any time, and he continued to be greatly involved 
in all activities and apparently with a successf1jl personality adjust ment. 
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The Case of P. H. 
History and Recorded Data 
Personal History 
Date of Birth: October 4, 1945 
Grade Level: P. H. will be in the 5th grade in September, 1955. 
Index~ Problem-Solving Ability: P. H. ' s Index of Problem-Solving 
Ability is 96 . He ranks in the 40th percentile. 
Results of the California Test of Personalitv, Primary: 
Social Adjustment Percentile: 
Personal Adjustment Percentile: 
Total Adjustment Raw Score out of 96: · 
Total Percentile Rating: 
Sociometric Measurement Results: 
'fest 
Sit-'\dth 
Work-vlith 
Play-with 
Health Record: 
No. of 
Choices 
1 
0 
1 
Test 
Form AA 
60th 
5oth 
75 
50th 
Retest 
Sit-~'ith 
Work-with 
Play-with 
Retest 
Form BB 
80th 
90th 
87 
80th 
No. of 
Choices 
3 
2 
2 
Beginning 
of Camp 
Height_ Weight 
End of 
Camp 
54 3/4 inches 
55 inches 
87 1/2 pounds 
82 1/2 pou.11.ds 
P. H. was susceptable to asthmatic attacks whenever he caught cold 
according to a letter from his parents . They also advised that special 
care be given to changi_11g his socks daily. P. H. was in verygood 
health during the summer and participated in all activity except for 
one period when he had a gastro- intestinal upset for a few days and was 
' kept from swirruTting . 
Interests: His parents gave no suggestions concerning P . H. 1 s 
special interests . 
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He participated in every activity and especially enjoyed group 
games, croquet, and riflery. Inspite of a graat fear of the water, and 
inability to s~rLm# he enjoyed playing in shallow water. 
Previous Camp Attendance: P. H. had been to this camp the previous 
summer. 
Family .~ Home ~istory 
Home Location: P. H. lives in a nice residential area in Ansonia, 
Connecticut. 
Socio-Economic Status: P. H.'s father is co-o~mer of a chain of 
variety stores. The family would be classified in the upper middle 
socio-economic group. 
Marital Status: P. H. lives with his parents and siblings, and 
has older and younger siblings living at home . 
Religious Preference: Congregational 
~fuy Boy ~ .!:.£ Camp: P. H.'s father had been on the staff of the 
camp some years ago, and wished for his son to come to camp especially 
to learn to take responsibility. P. H. has an older brother in another 
section of the camp 1.iJ.1.o is extremely popular, mature and outgoing, and 
is quite outstanding in all his activities. He also has a cousin in 
the older group who is quiet, but competent. P. H. desired at first 
to move to the older group mid-vray during the summer. This practice 
is not encouraged by the staff; and although the decision was left up 
to P. H., he decided independently that he ~~shed to remain with the 
younger group for the rest of the summer. 
Observations of Behavior 
Recorded Statements: When pushed by a playful camper into wat;er 
over his head, P. H. was not shocked or panicky as everyone expected 
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him to be. He accepted the boy's apology by saying, 11It' s all right, 
I know you didn't mean to . " 
~·Jhen playing tether ball,. he might confide to a passerby in a 
quiet voice, "I ' m letting him win 1 because he doesn't knm·I how t o play 
so v-1ell." 
11Let me help you, 11 and "Can I help you 11 were frequent phrases 
uttered to members of the staff Jt apparently 1dthout attempt to curry 
favor. 
When news of a disastrous flood in his home town reached the camp, 
he showed much sympathy by saying, 11They had such a nice place, and 
it ' s too bad. 11 He accepted reports of damage to his father 's stores 
by sayi ng, 11There were other people vlOrsehit than we were." 
"tvant to play croquet, 11 or "Want to play catch," ~rere frequently 
voiced by P. H. to an un-occupied camper. "Hey, quiet. dmm," and 11'!1ke 
your turn, 11 was heard when P. H. was acting in his frequent role as 
arbiter and peacemaker . 
Observations at Work: P . H. was always conscientious and competent 
in completing the duty assigned to him. His co-operativeness and 
reliability often enticed a staff member into giving hi.rn further duties 
or asking him to help a younger or more inexperienced camper with duties . 
When a staff member wj_shed for a particLUar instruction to be given to 
a younger camper, P. H. was the number one choice, because of his 
patience, kindness, and courtesy in explaining and demonstrating to 
the unskilled. He was not a leader in the wor k group, nor was he neces-
sarily only a follmver . Ee participated independently in work activities 
and seemed to get his work accomplished t..r.i.. th a minimum of encouragement 
or complaint. 
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Observations at Meals: P. H. ate slowly, was well versed in 
table manners, and utilized this knmdedge . He was very courteous at 
the table, as well as in his other activities. P. H. would never take 
the last serving of any food, and would offer to obtain more 't-Jater 
or do anything for the comfort of the others around the table . 
Observations at Play: P. H. was a willing competitor in group 
games and individual competition. Re played with a thorough enjoyment 
of the g~1es and with less of a desire to win or excel than others in 
his peer group. He was one of the oldest and largest of the campers , 
and his skill frequently made him a winner. P. H. was a good sportsman, 
very courteous, and usually a quiet participant. If a conflict in rules 
or technique arose , P. H. was often the peacemaker in settling the 
dispute and his opinion vms usually respected . He came to the camp with 
a great fear of being in i-n ter over his head . Nembers of the swim..ming 
staff worked with him extensively, and he improved somewhat. P. H. 
was not a leader in group play, chiefly because he did not push himself 
into that position as strongly as other more vociferous boys. P. H. 
liked best to play in small or large groups and never played independently 
or alone. 
Interpretation of Behavior Patterns 
Being in the shadow of an outstanding, outgoing older brother may 
tend to make P. H. more quiet and reserved at home than he was at camp . 
In the absence of this older brother at camp, his tot al personality 
percentile rating rose from 50th at the beginning of the summer to 
80th at the end. This shows a significant change during the camp 
season. His sociometric position measurement shows a remarkable increase. 
This could be attributed to the courtesy , consideration, co-operation, 
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sportsmanship, and other characteristics which he showed to his peer 
group. It is difficult to ascertain how much the factor of the flood 
in his home town influenced his popularity. The flood Ol.:curred very near 
the end of camp and expressions of sympathy by campers tovrard P. H. and 
his family rrere heard by the staff. The family influence and loyalty 
toward this crunp is very great, and has been instilled into P.H.'s 
thinking. His independence in work activities seemsto indicate a 
contrast with lois lack of independence at play. 
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The Case of R. G. 
History and .d.ecorded DEJ.ta 
Personal I-list_o!l 
Date of Birth : 1·JB.rch 19, 1946 
Grade Level: R. G. "t.rill be in the L~ th grade in September, 195 5 . 
I ndex of P~ob}:_e~::.~olv_~.f?..g _!ibilit;z : R. G. 1 s I ndex of Probleiu-Solving 
Ability is 105. He ranks in the 62nd percentile. 
Social Adj ustment Percentile: 
~=>ersonal Adjustment j?eroent ile : 
Total Adjustment f~w Score out of 96 : 
Tes t 
F'orlu AA 
60th 
40th 
72 
50th Total ~e~centile P~ting: 
Tes t 
Sit-1vi th 
~-Jork-\.ri th 
' 1ey-v:i.th 
EeCI.lth Record : 
Deti nni n.:; 
o£' C::.;11) 
End of 
~\)O . of 
Choices 
l 
1 
1 
Retest 
Sit-\-Jith 
Hork-"tvi th 
Play-1.-rith 
I-fej_,rht 55 3/4 i nches 
55 3/L.,. i nches 
Retest 
For.1.1 BB 
60th 
50t l 
77 
60th 
Hei._;ht 
I o . of 
Choices 
1 
1 
0 
78 pounds 
73 1 /2 oo""J.nds 
' . -
H. . G. has an al1erc;y to dt st . Ei s .:1othe:.:- reque;;ted tho.t he be 
kept eFAJ' fr:1.:.. C1·i6e.~·:dn:; acti vities , but \l"ds v.rr,s found to be unnecessar-y 
i n ).r·p_ctice. Hose C:. l~ o:;s and ent.ih i stami nas ieWr e SGD.v 1 y is ~:l t:::r·ent . .o to 
be c;iven i.f h'3 developed nase,l obstructions or if ,!iosqui toes bit h i .• 1. 
Nee:r the end of cc..HlD he dev lo~)e a..l"l i n:L" ction on t. e bc:.ck of' "i s neck 
froui a .tiosqui t oe bi t.e v. hic 1 orevented hi".i i rom SHLil<dng for about t en 
days .uuch to his c i:1egrin . 
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Interests: Hi s pr.:cents t;E1Ve no su.;gestions concerning R. . G-. ' s interests. 
He liked to ~lay by hi.JLself, or better yet, ;iith small croups . Ee 
1ikec the cn dtshop end CO.ullJleted several 9 :r·oj ecto. He enjoyed bui lding 
!uodel airplanes , and sHLJJ.rdng. 
£revio~ C:_ai,p _ _J+.~t.endance: R. G. had never been to cpmp before. 
Home Loce. tion: R. , G. 1 s v!inter h o1il6 is in \tic- shinuton, D. Ci ., Hll ere 
h i s fanil~.- has an apa.rt 1,Lent. I n SUlrL.ler , they live i n an exoenshre home 
on the Atlantic Ocean at York Berber, Naine. 
Socio- Econo.uJ.ic Status : H. G. 1 s £e ther is a lcrv!Jre2.· in an i111portant 
fi:;: . .l in He.shington, D. C., 3 l1d he.s e;onsiderc..ble outside busines s int eres ts. 
The f a..;.nily vould be classified i n the high socio-econo~ui c ;:;roup . 
i·:iarital Stc tus : R. G.livcs with both parents , his nurse , end older 
s i blings. 
t-v.:enty-~ive years Ego , a.nd felt that 1-rhen the boy ' s nu.cse fuok her vacation 
duri nL. the sum.ner, H. . G. could spend the ti.!lle at caJ.ap . It i s assu.r.u.ed 
that R. G. 1 s father 8.l)pre<:ia.ted h i s sU!fu.ler camp experience and Hished his 
son to have the . s~me experience . 
ObservB.tions of Behavior _ _____ .__ c• ....
.Recorded Ste~~-e:':'1ents : Concerning his school - 11\-.fu.en I vas i n t he 
second grade I used to steal thi ngs . 11 11Novr in t be ·t;lird grade I hesitate, 
but when something i s :.i1i ssi n;; , it ' s fun. 11 11 I love ,dschief. " "In t he 
aftel'no ~m I collle ho1ne .i"rO!il :>chool, have 1t1y bottle of pop, &.nd do 1:1y 
h OJnevork ." "i"'.\7 nurse hel9s me. n 
I n spea.."k:ing f"urther of h i s nurse - 11Someti.:t1es I wu not puni shed f or 
things I do . 11 "i'tf nurse puni shes :,,e about ten ti.ues a ueek. " "l'.\7 nur se 
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helps me along, makes my bed, and puts my toys away in the moril±.ng. 11 
••r eat with my nurse. 11 "P. (his nurse) gets my clothes ready." 11Now 
and then she forgets things on purpose.n "I go to Sunday School and 
Church sometimes, and get sick and always throw up. 11 11It 1 s just a 
habit because of the Catholic scents. 11 np. is Catholic and I go to her 
church." 11She is in Engl and, ttaking this boy s. who is very bad. 11 "They 
musn•t say no to him, they just let him do what he wants." 11No, they 
don't really really spoil him. 11 'lWe go to the park about every day and 
watch a program." "We play around in this park." 
iJI!hen another boy was being criticized - 11 I think T .H. is a nice 
boy, I traveled with him on the train." 
About his play- "I never like to play against B." "I like to play 
with him against ihis boy who says he is a girl. 11 "He does have a 
sister." lti think he is nine, but he always plays with girls." 110ne 
day I was at ;this farm and three boys beat me up and were all against 
me • 11 11They rea.lly meant it." t'My worst tantrillll came one day >vhen I 
wanted to play in my boat. Ny f elks said no. 11 
\!'lith regard to other things R.G. likes to do - 11I have a flag col-
lection.n "I eat with my parents on special days and wee at out on 
week-ends. 11 "I see my mother every night, morning, and afternoon. u "If 
I were home right this minute, I would be going down and emptying all 
twelve of the waste baskets. 11 "I read newspapers and comic books.n "A 
neighbor boy comes over to play." ttT;Je build things. 11 "His father is m 
architect." "I am better than B., his stuff looks terrible." 11I 1m 
going to get two parakeets.n 11I have a parakeet whose name is Dizzy Dora. 11 
11She sits on your finger and eats bird seed.n "I couldn't tell if she's 
male or female, she's so light in color.n 11I would like to make a 
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hot-pad. 11 ''l•Iy mother might be able to use one on Sunday because the 
cooks are sometimes off then and Nether cooks some. 11 "Usually I 
make her ash trays out of pottery." "We have a nice craft shop at 
schooih. '' nrt' s newer than this but there aren 1 t so many things to do . 11 
Observations at Hark: R.G. was fairly interested in completing 
the work assignment which was made for hiin. If he happened to spot 
a model airplane, however, he might stop and play rri th it momentarily. 
He would soon realize that he should be working and would put the plane 
dorm and return to his duty. He liked especially to work with boys who 
were younger in age than himself. He would help them complete their 
duties. Occasionally R.G. would taclde a work project without its being 
suggested. He w~s skillful and competent in fulfilling his work 
responsibilities . 
Observations at Meals: R.G. knew and used outstanding table man-
ners. Upon occasion he might mimic or tease some other boy who was 
eating sloppily. He was courteous at the table; and upon one occasion, 
although it was not his duty to wait on the table, he tried to seek 
special attention or favor from the staff by obtaining the water and 
the food for his group. 
Observations at Plaz: R.G. liked best to play with a small group, 
particularly composed of boys younger than himself. He was very capable 
of creating elaborate fantasies in the sand-pile and elsewhere that 
drew other boys to him to play. Occasionally he would show off at 
play with other boys. Hore freque ntly, especially early in the summer, 
if' R.G. could not find so;.neone with whom to play, he might make it a 
point to bother another group of' boys at play or destroy their sand 
castle. .He was readily apologetic for doing this, and by the end of the 
surruner, had ceased this destruc t ive behavior. R.G. played well but 
not especially skillfully in team sports. In minor sports, such as 
table tennis, he might not finish his game. R.G. enjoyed the water 
extremely well, and bec&~e quite a competent swirnrr1er. 
Interpretation of Behavior Patterns 
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R. G.'s personality adjustment percentile changed very little in 
the course of the summer, as did his sociometric measurement. From 
a subjective point of view, R. G. was a courteous, considerate boy, 
who in spite of the great care that was supplied by his nurse, is 
surprisingly well adjusted. His playing patterns which were occasionally 
destructive at the beginning of the summer, changed slightly, and he 
was able to be accepted to a greater extent by his peer group. When 
a new boy arrived, R. G. was the one who helped him get acquainted. 
In this interpretation of behavior patterns, one must rely solely 
upon subjective observational changes in acceptance and adj ustment be-
cause of the very slight objective changes in personality adjustment 
measurement and sociometric measurement. 
The Cas e of vJ. H. 
History and Recorded Data 
Personal HistorY-
Date of B~rt_h: December 5, 194.5 
Grade Level: 'VJ. H. will be in the 5th g.r·ade in Septe.J ber, 1955. 
I ndex of P:r:C?B_~.~ft~-:.?.C>JY.i..ng_ A;b_ili ty : \-J. H. 1 s I ndex of Pro ble1.0.-Sol ving 
Ability i s 139. He ran1cs in the 99 percentile . 
R.esult~ . . s> .. f..JJ?-e .~f!:.l_i_forn.ia _Test of Personality, _Prilli.§:r:i= 
Test 
Form AA 
Social Adjustment Per centile: 
Personal Adjus t ment :?ercentile 
l Oth 
5th 
Total Adjustllient P~w Scor e out of 96: 46 
Tote.l Percentile Rating: 
Test 
Sit-with 
\tJork-1·ii th 
Play-1-1ith 
No. of 
Choices 
0 
0 
0 
He alth He_c_C?F.9.: 
Beginning 
of Camp 
End of 
Crunp 
5th 
Retest 
Sit-with 
v!ork-wi th 
Play-1.Ji th 
Height 
54 3/i+ i nches 
54 3/4 inches 
Retest 
torm BB 
lOth 
20th 
55 
20th 
No. of 
Choices 
0 
1 
1 
Weight 
97 pounds 
95 pounds 
t,J. H. came to crunp over\Teight end an attempt was made to help him 
lose 1-1eight. He lost only t1-10 pounds whicl:. w.as not too significant . 
Eis slight obesity .uade him especially susceptable to heat prostration 
while playing a.cti v ely i n the hot Slli'1. He was, however, generally i n 
good health during the entire course of the su.mmer except l 'or occasional, 
mildly ini·ected lltosqui to bites. 
Interests: His parents g&ve no su,;gestion concerning H.H. ' s interests. 
He liked to play especially at the '..raterfront \vhere he excelled i n 
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all forms of aquatic activity. He had had experience with his parents 
along this line. W. H . enjoyed making model boats in the craft shop, 
and other minor craft projects. He frequently suggested rough games, 
and enj oyed singing carnp songs at campfires. Ofteh he led the group 
in~.: singing and knew most of the words. 
Previous Camp Attendance: This is 1:J'. H. 1 s second surrnner at this 
camp. 
Family and Home Histo:x 
Home Locat ion: W.H. 's father, with \vhom he lives, has an apart-
ment in '\filmington, Delaware. His mother and other siblings tv-ere in 
Reno, Nevada, during the summer. 
Soci o-Economic Status: His father is a salesman of air-conditioners. 
The family would be classified in the high socio-economic group. 
Marital Status: W. H.'s parents are in the process of being 
divorced. He lives with his father, and his older and younger siblings 
live with his mother. ·w. H. is encouraged by his father not to write 
to nor accept money from his mother. W. H. has, in the past, been led 
to believe that his mother is not a nice person. He has not completely 
accepted this, and as a result, there is a great deal of ambivalence of 
feeling for his mother. 
Religious Preference: Episcopalian 
Why Boy Came to Camp: i-V . H. had enjoyed his previous sununer, and 
hence returned to this camp. His original reason f or coming to the camp 
is not known. 
Observations of Behavior 
Recorded Statements: When speaking of a yacht . t hat belonged to 
his mother he said - ''I'm going to build a boat just like my boat. 11 
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vfuen asked about his mother he said - "Boy she 1 s really caused a lot 
of trouble." And, in reply to whether or not he liked her he said -
"I really don't know, but I think I do." 
When he was occasionally teased because of his obesity and hence 
inability to run as fast as one of the other boys, he would break into 
tears and cry - "It's not my fault, It ,~s not my fault that my lE:gs 
hurt and I can't run. 11 "I can 1 t help it if you guys don't have sore 
legs." 
Concerning his desire to help a staff member - 11Is there anything 
I can do for you today?" "Where is your cat?" 11Your cat doesn't know 
how to play because he's too little." 
w. H. , as captain of his team, took the responsibility for encour~ing 
them to co~plete their duties. Encouragement took more of the form of 
thr9ats than incentives such as - 11If you guys don't get this done, we 
can' ;t go swimming, 11 or "You guys better get this place cl•3 aned up or 
else we w:i.ll really be in trouble." 
In performing a simple task or skill - tti can cb this better than 
any body else. 11 "We used to do that on our boat. '1 11He did that last 
summer, let me do .it." 
Observations at Work: W.H. was skilled and able to complete the 
responsibilities assigned to him. These duties were not always accomplished 
perfectly, and he was occasionally distracted, but as a rule, not easily 
distractible. He performed no more work than necessary unless he could 
receive credit for it with the single exception of one member of the 
staff, the camp rnother to whom he frequently volunteered his services. 
W. H. was a good team leader in determining whether or not the team 
members had finished their assigned responsibilities. His methods of 
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encouragement occasionally made him unpopular with his own team members. 
Observations at Heals: W .H. 1 s table manners were acceptable, 
although they were not outstanding. He ate quickly, and complained be-
cause he was limited ins econd helpings due to his excess weight. He 
sometimes would attempt to bargain with others around the table for 
extra deserts, but when it was called to his attention that he was 
to have only one desert, he would look sheepish as if caught, and would 
pursue the matter no further. His ability to handle utensils was good, 
and at times he would take the responsibility of showing others less 
skilled how to handle their utensils. 
Observations at Plaz: W. H., as leader of his team, was active 
in all of its competitions. He was well co-ordinated and in spite of 
being ·slightly over weight, played with enthusiasm and skill. W. H. 
had a tendency to complain when things were going badly for his team. 
If his complaint were rejected firmly, no further difficulty.~· ensued. If 
other members of the team or the opposing team would seize upon W.H.'s 
complaint, and tease him mildly, such as, "Poor W., can 1 t stand up," 
upon occasion he would break out crying and become very defensive. 
The team, which W. H. lead was closer in spirit, possibly because as a 
leader, he was boastful and loud, as well as optimistic about his team's 
chances of winning. This spirit seemed to infect less skillful or 
less interested team members. 'tl. H., when playing in a smaller group, 
would sometimes bully younger or less skillful group members. This 
usually met with criticism from a sta.ff member, and ti. H. would again 
become defensive, stating, ''It's not my fault. 11 He could not accept 
defeat graciously, and was not a sportsmanlike winner. 1--J'. H. often 
attempt,3d to get away .with unethical or unsportsmanlike activities in 
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team games. He was inclined to go as far as a staff member would permit 
and then if severly reprimanded, would cry or become defensive. 
Interpretation of Behavior Patterns 
W. H. demonstrated obvious deficiencies in acceptable social 
behavior. He initially ranked in the 5th total percentile of personality 
measurement, and rose to the 20th total percentile by the end of the 
summer. According to these measurements, he was the least adjusted 
boy at both the begi~~ing and the end of the summer in spite of some 
improvement. On the sociometric measurement, he was better accepted at 
the end of the summer. W. H., because of his family backgronnd, 
demonstrated the need for personalized attention and love. He received 
no visitors. His father promised to send him mo(:-l.els to build early in 
the surmner, and they were weeks in arriving. This type of neglect 
seemed to build in ~·i. H. defensive mechanisms of boastfulness, proud-
ness, and bullying. The thin veneer of toughness was fre quently broken 
whenever he was teased or mimiced by younger or smaller campers. He 
would then demonstrate a mild temper tantrum with crying and defensive 
appeals usually beginning with- 11It 1s not my fault that ••• 11 It should 
be noted that W.H. 1 s problem solving ability is in the 99th plus per-
centile and with the other team captain ranked 24 percentile points 
above the next highest camper. vi. H. is skillful, competent, and 
intelligent. His chief difficulty in personal and social adjustments 
with his peer group can probably be traced to his neglect at home and 
the broken-home family situation. 
The Case of N. L. 
l-iistory and :rtecorded De.ta 
Date of Bi~th : January 3, 1947 
~-"'?"el : N. L. will be in the 3r d g rc.de i n Septer ber, 1955. 
I ndex oJ PropJ~!n.:-S.o~y-~n.e;. A;biliiY : N. L . ' s I ndex of ? robleru-Solving 
Ability is 106. He r arucs in the 64th percentile. 
H.esults of the California Test of Personalit;y:., Prir~ : 
----·- .. ·--· ,. . . - .. - -----------~·------ - -
Social Adjustment Percentile : 
?er sonal Adjustii:tent Percentile : 
Total Adjustment Haw Scor e out of 96 : 
Total Percentile Rating: 
Sociometric heasurement Results: 
- -· ......... ""-----------
Test 
Sit-with 
VJork-with 
?la.y-l"i th 
Health Record : 
No. of 
Choi ces 
l 
2 
2 
Test 
l'orm AA 
5th 
30th 
53 
lOth 
Retest 
Sit-with 
Work-with 
Play-with 
Beginning 
of Camp 
Height 
52 1/ 2 inches 
End of 
Csl!lp 52 1/ 2 inches 
Hetest 
.i<br~11 BB 
40th 
80 th 
79 
60th 
No. of 
Choi ces 
1 
2 
2 
Weight . 
59 3/ 4 pou.n.ds 
60 1/ 2 pounds 
N. L. was felt to be s l ight l y undervTei ght when he came to c amp 
and a:. t empt s were Iilade to have him. i ncrease his ·wei ght . In spite of 
N. L. ' s hi :sh degree o:f c:•.cti vity, he "!Was abl e to .:naintain his ·Height 
during the sw:nrner . 
I nterests : N. L. ' s mother wi shed hilU esj:>ecially t o lea.Tn to swim. 
He liked very much to play terun gam.es such as baseball and soccer 
at which he was qui te a ccomplished. He knew the rules and followed the1n. 
He liked t o go into the water, but was afraid t o go over hi s h ead or to 
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duck his head, and consequently he never learned to swim well. N. L. 
was rarely i nterested in working in the craftshop or with reading. 
Previous Camp Attendance: N. L. had been to this camp for the 
preceding summer. 
Family and Home History 
Home Location: N. L. 1 s horne is with his mother in a modest rented 
house in Hanover, New Hampshire. 
Socio-Economic Status: N. L. 1 s mother works as a saleswoman and 
waitress. The family would be classified in the lower middle socio-
economic group. 
Marital Status: N. L. lives with his mother, his father has been 
deceased for several years. 
Siblings: None 
Religious Pre£erence: Protestant 
Why Boy Came to Camp: N. L. wi shed to return to this camp a£ter 
enjoying an especially pleasurable swm1er the year before. His mother 
has great financial problems, and N. L. is on a complete scholarship 
t hrough t he courtesy of the o~1ers of the camp. N. L. 1 s mother wanted 
very badly for her son to be able to return to the camp each summer and 
derive benefits of association with other boys in a camping atmosphere. 
Observations of Behavior 
Recorded Statements: One of N. L. 1 s most frequent cownents was-
"I don 1 t want to, 11 and, "He 1 s bothering me, 11 to a staff member. 
On playing with other boys - "Let 1 s build this garage together. rr 
"We'll both be state police cars." 
About a pet that his mother promised him -''My mommy, when I get 
home, is going to buy me a dog." "I've never had a dog, and she said I 
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could have one all my own." 11She promis.ed me one before I came to 
camp and wanted me to come to camp first and said she'd get it for me 
when I came home.n 
About money- "Did you get a call? 11 "Oh, you're rich." 11How much 
money do you have?" 
Observations at Work: One morning, two weeks after the opening of 
camp, for an unknown reason, N. 1. began . pouting. A staff member later 
found while supervising the boy's showers, that N. 1. wished to wash his 
own hair, which is not the usual 11custom. 11 After the staff member told 
him he could, N. 1. became very energetic and carried several extra 
laundry bags. He then re-swept the entire dormitory on his own 
initiative doing an excellent job. 
N. 1., when interested in the work to which he was assigned, was 
very enthusiastic. He took special pains to see that others did their 
duties, and might report them to a staff member if they had not. He 
also took care to see that the flag was raised and lowered, weather 
permitting, each day. 
Observations at Meals: N. L. had an average or slightly less than 
average knowledge of proper t .able manners. He frequently forgot himself 
and would stand up and reach across the table or would interrupt someone 
else who was speaking. He ate rapidly and not very carefully and was 
often repri manded by a staff member for his table behavior. He did not 
care for hi s utensils properly and his food would often discolor the 
table cloth and his arms up to his elbows. 
Observations at Play: One day another camper smashed one of his 
tunnels in the sand-box. His reaction was to come whinning and 
complFlining to a staff member, without listening for explanation or 
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apology for the damage. N. L. was a.n active participant in team 
games, was loud and often domineering in them. He was excitable and 
nervous at play and had an exceptional desire to win in individual 
competitive events. Sometimes, when he lost, he was not a good sport; 
but he seldom lost. N. L. played well with nearly anyone i n the 
group, but he had a particular affinity for playing with one or two 
boys. He would ask these boys to play with him and would be the chief 
originator of the phan~in which the boys would participate . Under 
these play circumstances, in a minor position of leadership, he was 
usuallyfair, but not always courteous. In a larger group, where he 
was not a leader elected by the group, he would occasionally refuse 
to play w1til it was explained that the group needed his ability. He 
was moody, changeable, and one of the l east obedient campers, but he 
would tend to obey quiet personal instructions, rather than louder 
group requests. 
Interpretation of Behavior Patterns 
N. L. exhibited probably the greatest personali ty change , rising 
from a total percentile rating of lOth at the beginning of camp to 
60th percentile at t he end of c amp. N. L.'s mother was probably very 
accurate in her evaluation of his need t o be vJith boys his own age 
at camp. N. L. was skilled in theffichniques of athletic activity, but 
at the beginning of the summer, was discourteous, moody, complaining, 
whinning, and irritable i n his social contacts. He improved in the 
latter aspects during the summer. His initial behavior was probably 
ascribable to his lack of personality adjustment among his peers during 
the school year. He may be pampered at home, spoiled at school, or 
shielded i n some fashion from the necessity of vmrking out acceptable 
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social int eraction patterns. N. L.'s mother is probably overprotective 
and plays an important part in his demonstration of lack of the correct 
social pat terns for a boy his age. His mother encourages him to .excel 
probably rnore often than she should. This results in certain anxiety 
formations whenever he finds he is unable to excel or doesn't really 
wish to. In addition, N. L.'s mother was obviously overconscious of 
the fact that her son was associating with boys from a much higher 
socio-economic level. When she visited the camp on visitor's day, she 
and N. 1. would withdraw far away from the group, and she would not 
associate with other parents. This feeling of a lack of socio-economic 
equality was transmitted somewhat to N. L. and added further drive or 
stimilus to prove himself to be as hard a worker, as tough a competitor, 
and as nice a boy to play with. 
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The Case of H. H. 
History and Recorded Data 
Personal _Bisto£Y 
Date of Birth : Septeltlber 14, 1945 
Grade ~e:ve_l: H. H. 1-Till be in the 5th grade in September , 1955 . 
Ability is 88. He ranks in the 23rd percentile. 
Social Adjustment Percentile : 
Personal Adjustment Percenti.J_e: 
Test 
Forln AA 
20th 
20th 
Total Adjustment Raw Score out of 96 : 58 
20th Total Percentile . fu.ting : 
Test 
Sit-with 
viork-\dth 
Play-Hith 
No. of 
Choices 
2 
2 
1 
Health Rec2,rd: 
Beginning 
of Cruup 
~nd of' 
Camp 
Retest 
Si t-;.,ri th 
Work- '<iith 
Play-1-1ith 
Hei€ht 
55 l/4 inches 
55 l/4 inches 
Height 
i.e test 
}brill BB 
30th 
50th 
69 
40th 
No. of 
Ghoices 
2 
2 
2 
68 pounds 
69 l/2 pounds 
E. H. was slightly under1-rei 1:_;ht 1.-rhen he came to ce..lnp and gained 
during the summer . Two times he was kept from swinltuing f or slight 
illnesses. Once he Has in the inf'irmar-.r for two days with an earache 
and was out of swirrll£dng f or a week. And, later, he cut his foot and 
,.!ES out of swimming for an equal length of time. 
Interests: His parents gave no suggestions concerning H.H. 1 s 
special interests. 
Ee enjoyed es1)ecially craft work, r i f lery, sw-imming, 1uodel building, 
and t alking. 
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Previous Camp Attendance: H. H. had been to this camp the pre-
vious summer. 
Family and Home Histor;y: 
Home Location: H. H. lives in Haverford, Pennsylvania in a nice 
residential area. 
Socio-Economical Status: His father's occupation is unknown. The 
family would be classified in the upper middle socio-economic group. 
Marital Status: H. H. lives with his parents and older siblings 
at home. 
Religious Preference: 
'\r1hy Boy Came to Camp: 
Episcopalian 
He had attended the camp during the pre-
ceding summer and had enjoyed it. The reason for his originally selec-
ting this camp is not known. 
Observations of Behavior 
Recorded Statements: On his playmates - "I don't have too many 
friends because we live in a neighborhood without other children. •t 
11There is only one family to play with near my home." "I miss one of 
my best friends." "He moved away July 25th one year ago." "Other 
kids are smarter and do things bet ter. 11 11They know more things." "Some 
boys teD. things on others. 11 "They tattle." "Some other kids push me 
and fight." 11They should be told to l eave me alone." 
On playing at home - ''I 1 ve ridden about every place I can go on 
my bike." "School is almost two miles." "I would like to go fishing 
and go on a vacation with my folks and take my bike. n "The kids at 
home don 1 t always play ·with 'llle." "They aren 1 t always my a.ge. 11 "They 
drive around in cars. 11 "Sometimes kids try to cheat me." "They don't 
think I'm smar~, and think T won't notice it." 
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Concerning his siblings - 11I have a brother se\renteen and a sister 
sixteen, and I don't know as much as they do.'' 111.'1y brother doesn't 
have many friends.'' "He and my sister are mean to me sometimes." "My 
sister has a girlfriend which is my brother's girlfriend. 11 ''l'Iy brother 
has a boyfriend which is my sister's girlfriend.,. "I throw water on 
them sometimes when they go outdoors from an upstairs window. 11 "One 
time it was my father instead." 
About his parents - 1'l'1y folks just don 1 t understand well. 11 "I 
usually go offon my bike, like I did when mydad spanked me about 
those smoke bombs." 
Concerning work - "I help my mother wash sometimes." n~"ie wash 
dishes and clothes, but I prefer clothes." 
,About his interests - "I like to swim and collect stones and make 
model airplanes. rt 
About other campers - "T.H. always goes around pushing to be the 
first in line." 
Observations at work: H.H., upon different occasions, was very 
industrous in completing his own work tasks. He would do more than 
was required or would even request more work. But, he was always certain 
that his work accomplishment was noted and duly praised by a member of 
the staff. He was skillful and competent and especially co-operat ive 
when instructing newer or younger members of the camp. He enjoyed 
explaining the various activities and routines of the camp to anyone 
who would care to listen. H. H. was capable of originating and explaining 
to his fellow campers a very imaginat ive phantasy in which they all en-
joyed partic~pating. He could weave a story that would interest most 
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anyone and through this means, try to encourage his fellow campers 
to help him complete a duty assigned. H. H. did as little physical 
work on his own part as he was able to get away with, but he was a 
very capable one at glibly inciting and encouraging his fellow 
campers to perform his and their duties as all a part of the 11game. 11 
Observations at r·~ eals: .At the t able, H. H. used good table 
manner s and was generally very courteous. With certain members of the 
staff, he would try to gain their special favor. His extensive con-
versation was occasionally annoying to members of the staff when he 
selected them to participate with him in his imaginative dramas. 
Sometimes his courtesy at the table seemed i nsincere. 
Observations at Plav: H. H. was well co-ordinated and enjoyed 
plaJ~ng in large group games. He was not a particular leader or outp 
standing performer. I n small groups he fre quently was the leader, 
because his glib tongue and able imagination could originate many 
interesting activities. He was not especially a tattle-tale, but the 
staff frequently expressed a feel i ng that he was not quite as forthright 
as he should be. He appeared to be insincere when reques t ing favors or 
praising others or a staff member. He often tried to gain a staff member's 
favor through this insincere approach , and hence, was usually not well 
received. One member of the staff took a special interest in H. H., and 
he i n turn took an increased interest in her. H. H. would enjoy dominat-
ing the conversation, telling funny stories, recalling unusual or fan-
tastic stories that he may have heard or read about. This type of be-
havior seemed to please him most, and was what he enjoyed doing during 
his free time or at play. 
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Interpretation of Behavior Patterns 
H. H. increased all aspects of his personality- measurement during 
the course of the camp season. He was popular. I t is probable that 
H. H. made an accurate appraisal of his own behavior patterns when he 
stated that he had no one his own age to play with , and that his 
parents seemed to lack interest in him. In playing with his older 
brother and sister and other older children, he developed a pattern of 
attempting to seek acceptance in two ways. One was to be able to tell 
jokes or interesting and exciting recaps of life situations, and with 
his vocal abilities, maintain the attention of his older playmates. 
Second, he tried to gain the favor of adults or older peers by 
praising ~heir activities or their accomplishments. This praise was 
obviously insincere. These two mechanisms H. H. brought to camp and 
utilized to att ract the attention of others, and to be more acceptable 
to members of the staff. It should be noted that H. H.'s Index of 
Problem Solvi1~ Ability is in the 23rd percentile. There is no sub-
jective evidence of lower ranking. He seems intelligent, skillful, 
and able to perform as well as the other members of the group. 
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CH.APTErt. V 
\rJITH HEC.l-ARD TO AGl£, I HTELI,JGE)'-JCE, P i.i~ITI OU.S C;_ll_fll? 
ATT:l!:NDANCE, BROKEN HOPillS AL'JD/CR ABSENCE OF SIBJ.HJGS 
1 . Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to show the rela.tion of· personal ity 
and social group position changes to var ious factors outside of the caxap. 
It is believed t hat these outside f actor s may hc.ve been as important in 
bri nging about the changes as the camp itself . The outside factors 
presented are age, intelligence, previ ous camp att endance , and broken 
l!Olnes and/or absence of siblings. It should not be i nferred that these 
factors are responsible i·or all of the changes that occur red. These are 
but e. few of the f actors which lliay have caused changes in scor es from 
tests to retests. .More basic factors outside of the camp and inside of' 
the carnp which could have caused the changes ar e unknown . This thesis 
is only a case study and no great statistical claims are made; however , 
it is interes ting to compare the group and its changes from tests to re--
tests \·.ri th certain outside of camp factors which were not common f or each 
boy. 
I n order to present these outside of crump factors and their relation 
to the changes that occurred from tests to retests, it is nece ssal~ to 
i ndicate the changes that occurred. Therefore, the changes bet\.;een the 
percentile r atings on l'br.m AA and F'orm BB of the personality measurements 
can be seen in Table I. Changes in social group position f rom Test One t o 
1'est Two of the sociometric measures are shown in Table 2. The succeedi ng 
tables will present the rel ation of these changes t o the selected group of 
outsi de factors previously discussed . 
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Table I. 
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Chen~;es Between Percentile Hatings on For,n AA B.nd Form BB 
of the California Persone~ity Tests in Personal and Social 
Sections 
============~~====================--=· 
1·Jruaes 
'(1) 
C. 11. 
.A. G. 
T.H. 
D. l-1. 
LI . G.G. 
.t'f. G .. 
.? . H. 
B.. G. 
··:I . H. 
:.if.L. 
H.H. 
t>ersonsl:ity Test Percentiles 
..:)ersonR.l ~~>·.:. tion .Socia.l Section 'I'ot.Rl 
.F'orm l' 'or11l L..h~:;nge .i.<br.ili :?orl;i Chp...nge l<orru 
;. ~ - -:· AA BB AA _t.J. - bi.J 
(2 ) (3 ) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8 ) 
40 3C -10 30 20 -10 4C 
10 50 40 30 30 0 20 
70 20 -50 20 50 30 40 
60 40 -20 90 50 -40 7(: 
l O 50 . 40 50 30 -20 30 
'70 80 10 70 90 20 70 
so 90 40 60 80 20 50 
40 50 10 60 60 0 50 
5 20 15 iO 10 0 5 
JO 80 50 5 .t,O 35 10 
20 50 30 20 30 10 2C 
'-· 
Table 2·. · Changes in Socie.l Group Position 
From Test One to Test Two of the 
Sociometric Measures 
'l~est One Test Two 
Nrunes No. o:f Times . No. of. Times 
;;hosen chos en 
.Jl) l2 ) (3} 
C.H. ? 4 A. G. 0 0 
T.H. ? 6 
D.l"i. 0 0 
l'l .G.G. 6 1 
N.G. 3 0 
P.R. 2 7 
~. G. 3 2 
vi .,H. 0 2 
N.L. 5 5 
H.H. 5 6 
-
of Sect:l.ons 
lfi'O· •.! ;4 ; ... h ange 
BB 
(9) (10) 
3C ;..l o 
4d 20 
40 0 
50 -20 
40 10 
80 10 
80 30 
60 10 
20 15 
60 50 
40 20 
:~henges 
U~ ) 
·~3 
0 
4 
0 
- 5 
-3 
5 
-1 
2 
0 
1 
---- .. 
1 1 
2". .?ersonali t - e.n- Soc i o .. ae t ric C. E-n . es 
Tab1 3. Cd:nges i n Soci::l.lretric Tes t-8 anr nereer;.ti l e C.1e.nges in oc i al 
8nd .Per:::ona1 ~ c: tioEs of '!)A-. none.lit~· Tests d. t·l rec "-rd to ll.ge 
D.M. 91 
T. H. 92 
~ .. G.Ct . l ? 
?1 . L .. 102 
A.G .. l07 
.... ,~ ll1 -.. .. 
l . ' 114 J . 
E.H. 111:. 
rJ ifG·. 116 
.D 
• F . 117 
C. ~·I. 118 
? .rsond 
Section 
-2 
-51l 
1;. 
50 
,~a 
10 
15 
3 
1 
~-
-10 
Soc i c-c1 
S cti on 
C .anr;e 
-1..,.0 
30 
-20 
3~ 
0 
0 
10 
D 
0 
-10 
Totd of 
Secti ns 
- -20 
0 
10 
1 ,.. _
20 
10 
30 
-~o 
(6) 
0 
L. 
-5 
0 
0 
_, 
;.? 
1 
-3 
5 
- 3 
t he , ·::; nal s ection cb=-.nges v~ ried fro.n a dec1·ec:-~e of 5 j ~1oints on .. 
)e~·ccnti1e rr.nking t::> c....'1 increase of 50 ~oints . Fro, <:: ;::.cs , J. "'1o r. t h:o 
tLroubh 102 -ZLont. ls , t .. e socic:l section challf;;&S v . .ried L.!.' O.;l c. deere[• ;:;e 
o:f .,. ~)oints on a . • ::rcentile an_-· ng to ar. J.::l rssse o -. 35 _:10i.1ts . I t 
::: !~ 1!ld be not ed. t hr.t tl1 o o-::· t :Cw f i ve oune,e • 0.-yrs a r e fir·s t year 
c:;;.,l_p"'rs .. Al thouc;h t he1·e l·rere ins t a.e.c es t· l6.rger chan~e::; i i o cler h ~rs , 
t' .e c nsi s t e cy oi' f l uctlta tion t..res !10t LC t:; :c;;.o t ~ 
Boston UniversitY 
h 1 Of Education sc oo 
LibrarY · 
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3. Persone~ity and Sociometric Changes 
11 
with Regard to I ntelligence 
Table 4. Changes in Socio~etric Tests and Percentile Changes in Social 
and Personal Sections of Persona~ity Tests with reg rd to 
Intelligence 
Personal Social Total of 
P.S . A. Section Section Secti ons Sociometric 
Name %ile Change Change Change C1ange 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) (3) (LJ cs) (61 
N .. G .. 99 10 20 10 -3 
W.H .. 99 15 0 15 2 
T.H._ 75 -50 30 0 4 
D. i-1 .. 75. -20 -40 -20 0 
C. H .. 73 -10 -10 -10 
-3 
N .. L . 64 50 35 50 0 
R.G .. 62 10 0 10 -1 
P .. H . 40 40 20 30 5 
H.H. 23 30 10 20 1 
N .. G. G. 20 40 -20 10 
-5 
A.G. 14 40 0 20 0 
Table 4 shows a possible relation between the six boys with the 
lowest intelligence and consistent percenti le changes i n the plus 
direction on the persone.l secti on of the personality test .. 
Intelligence and sociometri c changes _o not seem to be rel ated . 
if Inteiligence or I ndex of Problem-Solving Ability s.s determined 
by the Davis-Eells ~ of Gener~l Intelligence ££_ Problem-Solv~_ga 
Ability 
-~~ -- - . 
10 
Table 5. Chan'"'es i n cociouetri T·ests ' e:cc ·nti e C Jr ··1t,;es i ;1 Go ; c_l 
E .. nd ?ar"onal Sectio .. s of. ' er so r-~ i ty Test., 1 ·i t .. 1 l ' E:J 1·d to 
.. !"evious C;t.wli; t tenda:1ce 
e~:'.:s "'er~o:J.al Soc-:_..: 1 Totu~ 0~ 
~ t v C..-1C1- Section ·""' "cciotl ~ ctio:-'1 So io·_etl· . c .::. 
I~C-J:~ ~u. CJJ.c..i_;;, ::; c_wn...;e C..'h c.n;;G o-, a " r a~ 
l l ) (2) (3) (.:- ) (5) (6) 
f ('' 
A • Lt • 3 1,,.0 0 ;;:o 
j ~ • ~ 1J ')"'' 10 - 3 ... / «-U 
..., ~r ...., Lt.O 21J 30 :; . ~ · ~-T.r J 
"'' 15 () , .. ::2 
' 
.. ~ r:.. :; 
ITt. ~J • ..... .- 5(') 35 50 0 
F - ·· '"" 30 10 20 1. • r .• c ... 
·.i·4 -1· - 10 - 1· -3 
,.., 1 lO 0 10 - l 
.I. ·• . .:.; .. 
D • .i.; .. 1. -2'1 ~ - rJ 0 
"' 
TT l - 50 )0 :) I ...L.. J.l • 
• .T .., -~ l ~.0 - ::20 10 5 ! • . Lr ~~o li ~ 
;:e ~: .. :~.: 
..Jl .. Cl: ·'-... · 
0 :.: LL: O . t::Tl ~ _ 0-Ll2 S ~-.:.1£ .... -"!.::.r: CC t:bc ( . '-; . 
T[..!.UC 
( l ) 
,T 
. :I. 
~: 0 Q. 
r . ... 
_i. . L: • 
• r 
-
... • ... J et 
T_T 
" .: i . 
CL·-.~1(, 2 E: L . Coc. ·.o" _  e t:;:~ c. '!' ··.:; t :h C..:!.1 n e l 'CE.:"l t ::_lt; c:-' : ._;c::: J.cl ,:; ') d .tl 
~.:-.:1 · :::>c: .. r·coJ.:::--.1 ,:>e .t~~o n ~· oi' · "> -:; ~: ~ o !J. li t:r T ...... a t ;;.: 1:~ t l: :;_ - e-~ ::.--rc,_ to 
JTo; :s~i I=o lCG a:~;r::J o:..: !.'use _c · oi -:Tbl::_ ::1~c. 
n,:a ·a ons l Soe:i :. l 
Sr: ct:to ~.,_ Sc. c·c:_o t-1 
C"- ..... -'1., G 
_ ;.c.J. J. o v c [!J.~ ·--
( 2) (3) 
~- .l 5 0 10 20 
El /"0 0 
. j / D . 35 
L:.O 20 
Totd o.f 
~ t• , _.c c J. o~·le 
' 
__ ;:.._ _ ~c 
(.{..) 
15 
11 
:o 
5·') 
30 
Soc_·.o .. ;~ t :d_c. 
( 5 ) 
- 3 
0 
0 
n_G. c-. /+0 - -20 10 
5 
-5 
.., " 
- F J \.J . 1 .:.. 
E. !I . 30 
m · Ti 
- 50 l . - .  
D. ~~. - ?0 
-
,~ 10 •J .,. 
- 10 
.t..O 
30 
- .o 
0 
-10 
~0 
0 
- ZO 
... 
- ;; 
l 
1:. 
0 
- 1 
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Personality patterns of children ar e wore fl exible. This 
.wakes it especially difficult analyze the child ' s relationship to his 
envii.':)nment. li'ew d. te1rcps have 
ships in SU.tlluler camps, changes 
factors ther eof . 
multiple i ntera.ctine f orces wbi 
in the swll!.L.er camp. C~m is 
. ' 
personality. 
There are many approaches 
tests, fF.Uuily and home history 
Also observations 
observations at work , meals, 
description of the subj ects, 
The case study is 
l ated infor.o..e.tion. It 
general behavior pattern a.nd t o 
nade to record personal-social relation-
personality ~djustJ;,ent, and t he causative 
of a child ' s personality and many of the 
Pis prrsonality may be obse_-ved 
a gootl pl a.ce to s tudy a child 1 s 
the study of a child ' s personality i n 
sociometric, and preble. -solving abilit y 
, he&lthl and interest records. 
er ns i nclude \ recorded ste.te11<e.nt s and 
The study should i nclude a. 
activities, and the site of the cemp . 
v1e.y in \Jhich to present the accuu-m-
possible t~ descri be each individuel ' s 
SO.dle inter1pr eta tions. 
There are certain vJell known factors that i nfluence personality 
chant,e. These ar e i nnate charact 
iactors , and the l iLO:t'e obvious fac 
reading the case studies one 1nay 
a1'f ecting a boy' s 
In Chapter V so.cae factors 
1-1ere presented in tabulor t ·orll..t 
ristics, huni~y 
of the C&lrlp 
and previous experience 
environment itself . In 
see less rell kn0"\.!11 i nf luences 
bebavio oe.t t erns. I ~ 
t o influence personality chc·.nges 
rey were su,llliw.ri zed and 
it v.rould seew that the personali ies of this 
by their experiences in summer 
attending calllp f or the fi:rst 
change. 
show the 
3. Liini ta tions o the Study 
The chief advantage of 
is also a disadvantage. To 
is an advanta~e, but one 
in an 11abnorriial " enviro!lluent. 
and .school. In so.me(!tlses this a 
as his personality is concerned. 
always a true evaluation of 
home, there are the added 
new activities and new parent 
A further limitation 
lack of a large saruple. 
there are some conclusions 
1u.ore, the accUllmla tion 
relatively impractical 
camp 
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of boys were afi'ected 
or t hose 
degree of personality 
experiiuental laboratory 
tl-Jenty-four hours a day 
is observing the subject 
from home, family, friends, 
positive factor as far 
mee.sure, ·however, i s not 
on to being avm.y from 
tself with new friends , 
lusions is the relative 
the data collected, 
suggested. HJ.rther-
a. l are;er group is 
expending point of view. 
and only seven 
retesting . Of cour se 
have shown 111ore striking 
The c~np lasted a little less than eight ILT~•pv·~ 
weeks el apsed between the personality testing 
it is only a swH.mer cruup , but a longer 
personality changes. 
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A limitation in interpreting the results of· this study \.Jas the 
lack of previous research in the literature vrith vThich to compare the 
validity of the data. 
The study of pel~sona.li ty i tseli' l HiS many inherent limitations. A 
test adininistered on a 11bad day, 11 particularly f or a you..r1ger person may 
give erroneous results . 
The .wethod of observation by a single person, or even many 
observers, results in subjective interpr etation of deta. This mus t be 
done in the li:;,ht of previous experience. One observer may not inter-
pret data in the same fashion as another. This l imitation is unavoid-
able in the observation technique. 
There are acknowledged liLid tati.ons to the mee.surem.ents used which 
a J:·e discussed in Chapter III. 
A limitation to the study was the_t the subjects were a selected 
group, chiefly by virtue of· being in a higher than a.verage socio-econoillc 
group. 
4. Suggestions for Burther Study 
A follow-up of these cases by all of t he 1nethods used in the 
original study would be very desirable. One 1tJOUld suggest that the 
h011,e and school situation, as well as succeeding summer CEJups be studied. 
Further studies of personality in summer camps would add to the 
general knowledge of personality development. 
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Areas of Personality Change 
l\T~ITIA~ 
=-------=---;=r=-- N -:::--· -----Y. H---===-===1f.1.f ___ 
D. M.. .G. •. .. • .. ~. N~.G.li .. 
' AA BB Change AA !BB Change AA BB Change ~· BB Change IU BB Change 
Personal Chang§ 
Self Reliance 40 40 0 so· 18o 0 60 80 20 20 95 75 pO 95 35 
Sense of Personal 30 10 -20 50 80 30 90 80 -10 20 20 0 230 28 
Viorth 
Sense of Personal 50 70 20 70 70 0 50 70 20 50 70 20 l2o 20 0 
:Freedom 
l<"'eeling of 70 20 -50 50 90' 40 70 70 0 7Cf 70 0 po 70 40 
Belonging 
\·Ji thdra"'l-ring 80 70 -10 80 60 -20 20 90 70 80 40 -40 20 80 60 
Tendencies 
Nervous Symptoms 90 90 0 60 60 0 40 80 40 30 40 10 JO 40 10 
Totd Personal 
C"nange 60 40 -20 70 80 10 50 90 40 40 50 10 10 50 40 
Social ,Change 
Social Standards 40 60 20 60 80 20 80 60 . -20 60 60 0 ~0 . 60 0 
Social Skills 90 70 -20 90 70 -20 20 50 30 70 30 -40 30 20 -10 
Anti-Social 70 50 -20 30 90 60 30 90 60 70 90 20 70 10 -60 
Tendencies 
Family Relations 50 50 0 90 90 0 80 80 a 80 80 0 50 20 -30 
School Relations 80 20 -60 60 60 0 60 80 20 20 60 40 60 60 0 
Co.rmnunity 90 90 0 60 60 0 60 90 30 90 60 -30 40 90 50 
Relations 
Total. Social 
Change 90 50 -40 70 90 20 60 8C 20 60 60 0 50 30' -20 
Total Percentile 
Change 70 ' 5.0 
-20 70 8C 10 50 8C 30 50 6C 10 30 40 10 
---!(Percentile Ratings of the Califor~ ~ of Personality, Forms AA, BB, Primary, 
with regard to changes. 
(concluded on next page) 
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Areas of Personality Change (concluded ) 
---
Names c .1>1. A .. G .. T:.H. H.H. w •. H. N .. L. 
AA BB Ch- AA BE Ch- AA BB C..l-J.- AA BB Ch- AA BE' Gh- AA BB ~h-
BllQ'e BnQ'e ·"' ~ Bnl2'6 ane-e P. nP'~ IJ:~mr 
Personal Change 
Self Relillnce 80 ~0 -40 60 60 0 80 60 -20 80 80 0 .20 20 c 6o· ~0 ( 
Sense of Personal 50 80 30 50 30 -20 50 30 -.20 .20 50 30 30 10 -2C 30 l3o ( 
Worth 
Sense of Personal 40 70 30 40 50 10 70 1 -69 .20 20 0 40 40 0 70 ~0 21 
Freedom 
Feeling of 50 70 ' .20 1 70 69 70 30 -40 20 90 70 1 .20 19 .20 ~0 5l 
Belonging 
\fi thdrawing 40 10 -30 1 60 59 40 40 0 20 30 10 1 40 39' 30 ~0 6( 
Tendencies 
Nervous Symptoms 30 .20 -10 20 60 40 80 30 -50 40 60 20 30 60 30 40 ~0 51 
Total Personal 
Change 40 30 -10 10 50 40 70 .20 -50 20 50 .30 5 20 15 . 30 80 5< 
Social Change 
Social Standards 30 30 0 80 30 -50 40 40 0 80 80 0 30 60 .30 40 80 4< 
Social Skills .30 2 -28 50 20 -.30 20 50 30 50 50 0 30 20 -10 10 20 1( 
Anti-social 10 20 10 10 .30 .20 50 90 40 .20 20 0 5 5 0 1 2.0 1~ 
Tendencies 
Family Rele.tions 50 50 0 80 90 10 20 90 70 1 .80 70 80 .30 -50 .30 90 6! 
School Relations 60 80 20 2.0 30 10 20 JO 10 40 40 0 10 JO 20 10 60 5< 
Community 60 40 -20 40 60 20 40 40 0 20 10 -10 10 30 20 20 40 .2( 
Relations 
Total Social 
Change 30 20 -10 JO 30 0 20 50 30 20 30 10 10 10 0 5 40 3~ 
Total Percentile 
Change 40 .30 -10 20 40 20 40 40 0 20 40 .20 520 15 10 60 5< 
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